
O’Keefe Ranch Feasibility Studies – Winter 2018

The purpose of this document is to provide the Board of the O’Keefe Ranch and 
Interior Heritage Society the necessary information to help them decide on what, if 
any, of the identified self-generating income ideas are worth pursuing.

All inquiries related to this document should be directed to Dr. Linda McGrew at 
drlindamcgrew@gmail.com.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The O’Keefe Ranch and Interior Heritage Society has engaged Linda McGrew 
Consulting to conduct a study evaluating the business feasibility of several new 
ventures. The following feasibility studies provide the Board of the O’Keefe Ranch 
with an understanding of the broader environment within which the ventures will 
operate, including market conditions and trends as well as trade area data; further, 
constraints are considered such as zoning restrictions. Proposed business models for 
each business venture and potential costs and revenue associated with the 
development of each are then assessed.

1.1 Background

A decision matrix exercise was completed with the Board of Directors of the O’Keefe 
Ranch and Interior Heritage Society at their monthly meeting in December 2017. The 
one-hour session included an explanation on how the board could make better 
decisions; in doing so, both decision matrices and the RAPID decision making process 
were considered. Following this the Board was asked to decide on what should be 
researched within this feasibility study.

Some highlights included:

 DECISIONS NEED TO COME FROM INTERNAL VISION, STRATEGY AND VALUES 
BUT ALSO FROM EXTERNAL FACTORS. 

Ex: Greater Vernon Culture Plan 2016: What does Vernon need most 
when it comes to culture?

i. More venues for performing arts
ii. More special events/festivals
iii. More cultural facilities and activities for youth

 FOUR QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELVES WHEN MAKING A DECISION:
1. Is this something that should/needs to be considered by the board?
2. What are our primary guiding principles? Prioritise factors that will 

help the Board make more strategic decisions:
a. $ - Potential return for minimal costs (bottom line)
b. Maximize visitors’ experience, numbers and $ spent/person
c. Mission/vision
d. Devonian agreement (historic and legitimate site)

3. How to balance the pros and cons of a decision option? 
a. Decision tree can be used;
b. Decision tree with financials attached is even better;



c. A matrix with amounts or grades to give totals is my favorite
4. How can we make this decision well? 

a. RAPID: Recommend, Agree, Perform, Input, Decide

After this brief “course” the board was split into two groups and given the task of 
answering the following question: “What are the top 2-3 self-generated revenue ideas 
do you want me to study?”

a. Cemetery (Columbaria)
b. Food sustainability hub (and agritourism)
c. Hops farm/microbrewery
d. Theatre/cultural performance centre
e. First nations educational site (and aboriginal tourism)
f. Accommodation
g. Other? 

Interestingly, one group immediately drew a decision matrix, using their new found 
tool. From this, they were able to decide on their top 3 choices based on the grading 
scheme they had put together:

1. Hops/food sustainability
2. Theatre (like caravan farm)
3. Aboriginal tourism

The other group decided, without writing anything down or much discussion: 
1. Hops (how many acres?)
2. Aboriginal tourism (and a building to house it) 

This exercise determined that the main topics of this Feasibility Study would be a 
hops farm (agritourism) and aboriginal tourism. However, based on other feasibility 
studies that I have completed over the last few years, I believe other ventures may 
have more income potential; therefore, I have chosen to include two other potential 
ventures, one on Columbaria (storing cremated remains in niches) and one on 
Accommodation (small miners tents or pioneer cabins).

1.2 Project Objectives and Scope

Before a decision can be made as to whether they should make the investment 
required to establish any of these ventures, the Board of the O’Keefe Ranch is 
performing the necessary due diligence to ensure that the decision is well informed. 
The prime objective of this document is to evaluate the business feasibility of: 

1. A hops farm and associated agritourism; 
2. Aboriginal tourism and associated building; 



3. Columbaria; 
4. Accommodation

2.1.1 This Document’s Role

This feasibility study follows a 65 page Sustainability and Implementation Plan, 
provided to the O’Keefe Board on November 1, 2017 and presented to Vernon City 
Council November 27, 2017. The Sustainability and Implementation Plan identified 
immediate issues that needed to be addressed by the O’Keefe Ranch and laid out a 
schedule for completing all recommendations. Some immediate recommendations 
within that document were aimed at increasing self-generated revenue for the O’Keefe 
Ranch and this included adding strategic partners on site to generate lease income 
and increase the visitor experience. This will be done through sub contracting the gift 
shop as well as adding a contractor to run a café and fruit stand. Increasing wedding 
revenue, bringing back bus tours, and creating a corporate sponsorship strategy 
within a communications strategy were additional high-level recommendations to 
improve the financial health of the organisation.

This Feasibility Study will explore the aforementioned potential revenue streams and 
research whether or not they are practical. This Feasibility Study provides the zoning 
restrictions, contractual obligations (Devonian Agreement1), market conditions, 
proposed business models, potential costs, and potential revenue associated with the 
development of the four chosen business ideas.

Following this document, once the O’Keefe Board has made a decision as to what to 
proceed with, a 2-5 year business plan will be generated in order to provide the Board 
and staff of the O’Keefe Ranch with a strategic way forward.

1.3 Feasibility Study Aspects

A feasibility study is an analysis of the viability of an idea through a disciplined and 
documented process of thinking through the idea from its logical beginning to its 
logical end, providing an investigating function that helps answer “Should we proceed 
with the proposed project idea? Is it a viable business venture?”

There is often confusion between the roles of a Feasibility Study and Business Plan 
This is for good reason as various components are common to both the feasibility 
study and the business plan. Assuming positive results, some but not all of the 
information developed in the Feasibility Study will be incorporated into the Business 

1 This term refers to all of the 1977, 1997 and Land Transfer Agreements between the City of 
Vernon and The O’Keefe Ranch and Interior Heritage Society.  



Plan. Moreover, the Business Plan following this document will contain aspects and 
considerations that were not included in the Feasibility Study. 

The primary difference between the two tools is that a Feasibility Study 
answers the question, "Will this work?" while a Business Plan answers the 
question, "How will this work?” 

Typically, a “feasible” business venture is one where the business will generate 
adequate cash flow and profits, withstand the risks it will encounter, remain viable in 
the long-term, and meet the goals of its founders. This project takes a more holistic 
approach, therefore the concept of a feasible enterprise will also include:

 Financially viable and beneficial to the Society specifically
 Permissible based on zoning and land use regulations
 Supported by Devonian Agreements and the restrictions therein
 Social impact (and community need)
 Supportive of long term organizational objectives
 Historical and cultural relevance and impact

2.2.1 Investigative Approach 

Before jumping in and solving a problem or proposing an action, it is important to step 
back and invest time and effort into improving one’s understanding of it. Therefore, 
the methodology chosen for preparing this Feasibility Study is premised on the 
structure of similar assessments utilized by Linda McGrew Consulting and others in a 
variety of communities and regions across Canada, North America and even globally. 
However, it differs in that I have endeavored to extend the identification, investigation 
and analysis of critical factors as broadly as possible without compromising either the 
logic or the rigor necessary to support my observations. The approach is intentionally 
logical and linear. The intention with this is to allow the Board of the O’Keefe Ranch to 
independently assess, test, and explore their own thoughts and opinions within a 
common framework that can be used for subsequent discussion(s).  

This study was conducted through a research-based methodology. Desktop research 
was conducted to examine the market, competition, land use regulations, potential 
costs and potential revenue. Furthermore, many interviews were conducted either in 
person or over the phone. These interviews were designed without scripted interview 
questions to promote dialogue. Interviews were conducted with land use planners, 
funeral home directors, hops farmers and processors, microbrewery owners, 
columbaria sales people and engineers, economic development consultants, social 
enterprise consultants and local politicians and local business people. 



1.4 The O’Keefe Ranch and Historical Heritage Society

A major aspect in determining whether or not these projects are feasible is an 
assessment as to whether or not they fit within the vision and mission of the Ranch; 
therefore, O’Keefe Ranch’s mission, vision, and the original intent of the Ranch based 
on the Devonian Agreement are reviewed here.

The O’Keefe Ranch and Interior Heritage Society (The Society) entered and agreement 
with the City of Vernon on March 28th, 1977, with the Devonian Society transferring 
assets to the City through a property transfer agreement. The following are some 
relevant quotes from this agreement:

“Devonian is desirous of ensuring the O’Keefe Ranch Lands and appurtenances 

thereto and the O’Keefe Ranch Inventory are preserved for the use and benefit of 

the public.” Therefore that “the City shall, in perpetuity, maintain, operate and 

supervise, or cause to be maintained, operated and supervised … [the Ranch] … as 

en educational, historic, public park depicting the historic way of life… [and]…  the 

Society shall, at it’s expense, maintain and care for the O’Keefe Ranch Inventory as 

would be a prudent owner, and the Society shall exhibit and display the O’Keefe 

Ranch artifacts contained in the O’Keefe Ranch Inventory on the O’Keefe Ranch 

Lands, in the manner designed to accommodate, educate, and entertain the 

public.”

Currently, a board of 10 directors oversees the Society, with additional seats reserved 
for representatives from the Township of Spallumcheen, the City of Vernon, and the 
Okanagan Indian Band (OKIB). The Society relies primarily on grants from the City of 
Vernon, BC Arts Council, Canada Summer Jobs, the Twps. of Spallumcheen, and B.C. 
Gaming to generate almost half of their annual revenue, with the other half being self-
generated through admissions, events, fundraisers, gift shop and general store sales, 
and rent from a sublease for the Cattleman’s Club Restaurant. Summer and autumn 
are peak seasons for the Ranch, with fundraising events such as the Corn Maze, 
Cowboy Dinners, Family Days, and a Gala. Other income generating activities include 
weddings and facility rental.

It is essential to the analysis of the four proposed ventures herein that both the design 
and operations be premised on foundations that are consistent with the overall vision 
and strategic direction of the Ranch, as well as the initial intent of the Ranch. This 
alignment ensures that on site businesses be in synergy with the ideal picture of the 
Ranch and it’s role in the community 10, 20, and even 50 years into the future. 



The O’Keefe Ranch’s vision is “to create an attraction that is dynamic and desirable, 
while maintaining our heritage, agricultural and farming character”. Equally as 
relevant, the mission of the Ranch includes a focus on ranching and farming heritage; 
to bring ranching and farming heritage to life, to create vibrancy for our communities 
through interactive activities and events, and to preserve and demonstrate the rich 
ranching and farming heritage of the North Okanagan. 

The Society’s current constitution states, “the objects of the society shall be restricted 
to those which are charitable in nature and for the education and recreation of the 
public, the specific objects of the society being:

a) To advance the knowledge and appreciation of, and stimulate interest 
in, the historical and cultural background of Western Canada and in 
particular, the way of life in the North Okanagan Area.

b) To provide and operate facilities for the preservation, maintenance, 
display and development of matters of historical or cultural 
significance in Western Canada, and in particular, in the North 
Okanagan Area.

c) To provide instruction to persons wishing to study matters or 
subjects of cultural or historical significance or interest.

d) To exhibit to the general public, as a museum, those historical and 
cultural objects acquired by the Society from time to time.

e) To acquire such sites, real property, chattels, as are required for the 
purposes of the Society.”



2.0 MARKET ANALYSIS
The essential foundation for the success of any new venture depends on a proper 
understanding of what the organisation represents today; what it aspires to be 
tomorrow, and how best the market might fit within this reality. In assessing the 
relative merits and viability of these four potential ventures, it is therefore important 
to firstly position the investigation within the context of the macro-business 
environment in which they would operate; therefore, this section includes data on the 
O’Keefe Ranch’s Trade Area and relevant reports, as well as national, provincial and 
regional tourism market data and trends.

2.1 Trade Area 

Because the O’Keefe Ranch is located just north of the city of Vernon, there exist two 
natural trading areas: Greater Vernon and the North Okanagan Regional District 
(RDNO). 
  
Generally speaking the underlying rationale inherent with this geographic designation 
is that the majority of the Ranch’s customers reside within the identified trade areas, 
and in their search for entertainment, community, rental space, culture, history, food 
and shopping, draw toward the larger urban areas because of the broader range of 
services, amenities, employment and other benefits that exist there. 

The table on the following page summarises some socio-economic data for the 
identified trade area. The entire trade area includes approximately 80,000 people, 
with an average growth rate slightly less than the provincial average, and a median 
age approximately 5 years older than the provincial average. There are more 
homeowners than renters in this trade area than that of the provincial average, and a 
much higher percentage of the population is reliant on pensions in comparison to the 
provincial average. Lastly, the labor force is primarily dependent on construction, 
manufacturing, forestry, agriculture and retail.



Table 1 Trade Area Overview

Lumby Coldstream Vernon Armstrong North
Okanagan 

BC

Population 2001 1,618 9,106 33,494 4,256 73,227
2006 1,634 9,471 35,944 4,241 77,301
2011 1,863 10,319 38,990 4,413 83,052

Yearly Avg Change in 
population 2001 - 2011

1.26% 1.33% 1.64% 0.4% 1.34% 1.71%

Median Age 2011 42.9 yrs. 45.8 yrs. 46.5 yrs. 46.2 yrs. 47.2 yrs. 41.9 yrs.
Demographic 
profile 

15–44 
yrs.

580 
(34.1%)

3,295
 (31.9%)

12,930 
(33.1%)

1,540
(34.8%)

26,030
 (31.3%) (38.9%)

45 yrs. + 820 
(47.6%)

5,290
 (51.4%)

19,840 
(50.8%)

2,485
(56.3%)

43,135
 (51.9%) (45.7%)

65 yrs. + 345
(19.9%)

1,615
 (15.8%)

8,795 
(22.5%)

1,095
(24.8%)

17,080
 (20.6%) (15.7%)

Lone parent families 
2006

100 205 1,885 220 3,315

Households 2006 680 3,420 15,690 1,775 31,880
Median Income 2005 20,111 30,842 22,144 22,528 22,608 24,867
Median Family Income 
2005

52,803 77,860 56,211 53,544 57,637 65,787

Incidence of low income 
(2006) and 5 yr. % 
change

16.0% 
(+4.1%)

4.8%
(-2.9%)

12.8%
(-0.4%)

7.2%
(-5.2%)

10.3%
(-1.7%)

13.3%
(-0.6%)

Average Income 2009 29,465 46,826 36,398 35,344 36,400 39,754
Changes in Avg incomes 
– 5yrs

3.1% 0.6% 2.8% - 7.3% 2.5% 2.3%

Sources 
of 
Income: 

Employment 58.9% 58.7% 54.5% 59.7% 55.8% 63.7%

Pensions 18.1% 15.7% 21.3% 16.0% 19.7% 13.8%
Social safety 
net 19 – 
64yrs

2.1% 0.6% 2.9% 2.3% 2.1% 1.7%

Labour Force 
Dependency

Manfg
retail

Constr
retail

Constr
retail

manfg Constr
retail

forestry manfg manfg retail manfg
health 
care

health 
care

forestry & 
agriculture

forestry & 
agriculture

Dwellings 2006 680 3,425 15,685 1,775 31,875
Dwelling Owned 2006 505

(74.3%)
3,105 
(90.1%)

10,820
(68.9%)

1,420
(80.0%)

24,615
(77.2%) (69.7%)

Dwellings Rented 2006 175
(25.7%)

315 
(9.2%)

4,865
(31.1%)

355
(20.0%)

7,240
(22.8%) (30.3%)

Avg Value of Owned 
Dwelling 2006

226,407 413,234 297,343 260,457 321,785 418,703

3.1.1 The North Okanagan’s Vital Signs Report 2017



The North Okanagan’s Vital Signs 2017 report identifies many socio-economic factors 
that are important to consider:

o The total population is 84,354, up 3.8% since 2011
 24.3% is seniors
 14.5% is children and youth
 median age is 45.9 years old

o Employment by industry:
 25% sales and service
 17% trades, transportation and equipment operators
 13% business, finance and administration

o 2014 median family income was $76,1300.00
o Income Sources: 

 Employment Income 62% 
 Government transfers (CPP, OAS, etc.): 16% 
 Private pensions: 10% 
 Investment income: 9% 
 Other: 3%

o Arts and Culture
 $1.65 million dollars annually is allotted by the Regional District 

of North Okanagan (RDNO) to support cultural initiatives and 
organizations.

 There are 22 key cultural facilities in the North Okanagan. These 
include museums, galleries, libraries, performance venues, and 
historic buildings and sites.

3.1.2 The Greater Vernon Culture Plan 2016

In March of 2016 the RDNO adopted the Greater Vernon Cultural Plan, 20162. This 
plan provides strategies to support the many community partners in working 
together toward their common vision of a culturally vital and inspired community. 
Data of note as it relates to this document and the O’Keefe Ranch include the following 
key findings from public input:

1. There is a need for a variety of new or expanded cultural spaces and places. The 
Greater Vernon public would like to see a number of additional or improved cultural 
facilities and/or districts, with the priorities being: 

• More venues for performing arts, especially live music 
• More cultural places and activities for youth 
• A new art gallery 
• A more vibrant downtown/public realm 

2 http://www.rdno.ca/docs/160407_Greater_Vernon_Cultural_Plan_Small.pdf 

http://www.rdno.ca/docs/160407_Greater_Vernon_Cultural_Plan_Small.pdf


• A new/expanded museum 

2. The public would like to see more public special events, such as festivals and live 
performances. 

3. There is an appreciation for Greater Vernon’s cultural assets. The public is greatly 
appreciative of Greater Vernon’s overall variety and quality of culture, noting 
particularly its music scene, outdoor culture, and the Vernon and District Performing 
Arts Centre.

2.2 Tourism Market Trends3

A key aspect to the macro environment within which both the O’Keefe Ranch and the 
potential ventures explored in this document is the tourism market. Canada, British 
Columbia and the Thompson Okanagan are all economically reliant on tourism, an 
industry that is evolving at each of these levels, as Canada as a whole becomes a global 
player as a tourism destination for many. 

3.2.1 Canadian Tourism/Tourist Activities, Trends, and 
Traveller Characteristics

 The Tourism Industry Association of Canada (TIAC) estimates that Canada 
welcomed almost 20 million inbound visitors in 2016, a 14-year high. 

 American interest in a vacation in Canada was up significantly in 2013 (20%), 
reversing a downward trend witnessed since 2009 (30%). 

The Canadian tourism industry remains heavily dependent on domestic 
pleasure travel. In respect to this, the vast majority of domestic out-of-region 
pleasure trips are to the province adjacent to the one in which the Canadian 
traveller resides. 
 According to Statistics Canada, Canadian travellers made over 112 million 

overnight domestic trips in 2013 – 83% of which (93.3 million trips) were made 
within the travellers’ province of residence. 

 Based on data from the Travel Survey of Residents of Canada (TSRC), overnight 
domestic trips generated over $28 billion in tourism expenditures in 2013, 
including 69% ($19.3 billion) for intra-provincial trips and 31% ($8.8 billion) for 
inter-provincial trips. 

 Canadians accounted for 81% ($68.1 billion) of total Canadian tourism revenue 
in 2013 (up from 72% in 2003 and 67% in 2000) (Statistics Canada, 2013). 

3 This data is sourced from other reports that Linda McGrew Consulting has worked on over the last 
few years. These reports were complete under the name Lochaven Management.  



 Canadian travellers are generally optimistic about future travel intentions, with 
the proportion believing they will travel more in the next two or three years.

 For domestic travellers who were likely to take a trip within Canada, but beyond 
their own province in the next year, the fact that it was ‘Too expensive’ was the 
biggest potential barrier (49%) which could prevent them from realizing their 
plans, followed by ‘High gas prices’ (30%) and ‘Poor weather’ (21%). 

 A quarter of Canadians who stayed at least one night in paid accommodation 
travelled to see friends and family on their last trip. A further 8% were trips for 
personal events. 

3.2.2 British Columbia Tourism Trends 

Tourism is a key economic driver and important contributor to the quality of life in 
British Columbia (BC). The tourism industry is a significant economic engine for BC, 
contributing $7.1 billion to the province’s GDP in 2012 (13.1% growth since 2007); 
encompassing 19,200 tourism-related businesses; generating $13.9 billion in 
aggregate revenues, and providing 127,500 jobs within the Province (12% of all jobs 
in BC). Furthermore, tourism represents a bigger slice of overall economic activity in 
BC than in most other provinces. By way of example, in 2014 tourism contributed 
more to provincial GDP than the contributions of forestry, agriculture and fishing. 

The outlook for BC’s tourism industry, and the trends that impact on the structure and 
future of this important provincial industry sector are strongly correlated with that of 
Canada’s, though some smaller regional differences are evident with various market 
segments, especially in terms of how these are impacted by the north-south 
geography (more rural versus highly urbanized); economic structure (diverse versus 
heavy reliance on primary industries); resource character (especially in respect to 
land use), and demographic (cultural and age differentiations). Some main trends 
include:
 BC’s tourism industry had an exceptional year in 2016, with a total of 5,532,065 

overnight international visitor arrivals, including 3,620,975 visitors from the US, 
1,200,481 from Asia Pacific, and 535,238 visitors from Europe.
 

 International visitor arrivals were up 12.3% over 2015, which included 
increases from key markets such as Mexico (up 33.4%), Australia (21.1%), China 
(18.2%), the United Kingdom (17.3%) and India (9.9%). 

 The beginning of 2017 showed an increase of 9.9% in overnight entries to 
Canada and 9.2% to BC, and in that time BC had an impressive increase of 33.4% 
in entries from Asia/Pacific countries. 



 BC’s tourism market is led by domestic (Canadian) travellers followed by 
visitors from the United Sates, China and then the UK. 

 Americans crossing the border spend an average of nearly four nights in BC and 
the average party size is three. 

 China has become an increasingly important market for BC’s tourism industry. 
Fuelled by robust economic growth, a rapidly expanding middle class 
population, less restrictive travel policies, and Chinese citizens’ desire to see the 
world, outbound travel from China has soared (rising by almost 20% per year 
since 2000). 

 The United Kingdom is the third largest international tourism market for BC. 

3.2.3 Okanagan Tourism Trends 

The Thompson Okanagan Region is a major tourism destination, attracting over 15.7 
million person-visits and $8.1 billion in related spending in 2010. The Thompson 
Okanagan, one of six tourism regions in the province, represents 19% of provincial 
overnight visitation and 14% of related spending.

Table 2 The Top Five Markets of Origin 

Top 5 Markets Based on Origin Share in Thompson Okanagan
Visitation Spending 

1 British Columbia 62% 48%
2 Alberta 19% 26%
3 Washington 3% 3%
4 United Kingdom 2% 2%
5 Ontario 1% 3% 

BC and Alberta represent 81% of total visitations and 74% of total spending in the 
Thompson Okanagan tourism market. 

The top factors that influence visitors choice of making the Thompson Okanagan their 
destination are: Good value for money at 83% response rate as well as ‘A place to 
relax and unwind’ at 82%, and 79% stating ‘Good getaway from everyday life’. 

Moreover, as per Figure 1 below, visitors to Thompson Okanagan destinations (other 
than Kelowna or Kamloops) were most likely to have participated in sightseeing, 
nature, wildlife viewing, shopping, visiting wineries and visiting friends or relatives on 
their trip. Other key activities included hiking, visiting parks, rural communities, and 
participating in water sports.



Figure 1: Top Activities Tourists to the Okanagan Participate In

Most people travel in the Thompson Okanagan during the peak summer months, 
particularly Other Canadian, US, and Other international travellers. Over one-quarter 
of travellers visited during the spring months from April to June, particularly ‘Other’ 
international residents (37%). British Columbia residents were more likely to travel 
to the region during the winter months than other markets of origin (see Table 2 
below).

Table 3: Season of Travel and Markets of Origin

Season of 
Travel  BC Residents Other 

Canadians US Residents Other 
International

January to 
March 15% 8% 14% 11%

April to 
June 25% 24% 25% 37%

July to 
September 39% 56% 49% 45%

October to 
December 21% 12% 12% 6%

2.3 Market Analysis Summary

Generally speaking, the trade area within which the potential ventures will operate 
has higher than average senior population, higher than average homeowner 
percentage, and an economy based on retail, manufacturing, construction, forestry 
and agriculture. The North Okanagan’s Vital Signs 2017 Report notes that $1.65 

Sightseeing /nature/wildlife viewing 
Shopping 
Visited a winery
Visited friends, relatives
Hiking
Visited national and/or provincial parks 
Visited rural community or communities
Participated in water sports 
Visited historical sights
Attended festival or event 
Visited a large city or cities
Went golfing 
Biked
Fished
Other outdoor recreation activities

47%
41%

39%
38%

33%
26%

25%
20%

17%
15%

14%
13%

12%
11%

19%
Top Activities Participated In 



million is being spent on arts and culture in the area each year. And the input from the 
public noted in the Greater Vernon Cultural Plan 2016 suggests that people in the 
region would like more cultural spaces and more events.

The Canadian tourism industry is heavily dependent on domestic pleasure travel, with 
Canadians accounting for over 80% of total Canadian tourism revenue. The cost of 
travel in Canada is the number-one barrier to taking a domestic trip and almost a 
third of all domestic tourists in Canada travel for the primary purpose of seeing 
friends or family. 83% of overnight visits were made within the travellers’ province of 
residence. 

Tourism is a significant contributor to BC's economy and 12% of all jobs in BC are in 
tourism. Domestic travellers followed by visitors from the United Sates, China and 
then the UK lead BC’s tourism market. 

The Thompson Okanagan represents 19% of provincial overnight visitation and 14% 
of related spending. The top factors that influence visitors choice of making the 
Thompson Okanagan their destination are: Good value for money at 83%, as well as ‘A 
place to relax and unwind’ at 82%, and 79% stating ‘Good getaway from everyday life’. 
BC and Alberta represent 81% of total visitations and 74% of total spending in the 
Thompson Okanagan tourism market. 



3.0 SITE ANALYSIS
Certain aspects of the land on which the possible ventures are proposed are critical 
not only to whether or not the venture is possible but also the potential success or 
failure of each. Some of these aspects include the physical attributes of the land, 
ownership, contractual obligations, and neighbors to the land, the natural resources 
on site, climate, and zoning.

The O’Keefe Ranch is blessed with many site attributes that could add to the overall 
success of not only the O’Keefe Ranch but also a variety of ventures on it. Situated at 
the furthest southwest corner of the Township of Spallumcheen and on HWY 97N, the 
Ranch’s 52 acres encompass some of the best preserved and oldest buildings and 
artifacts built and used by European pioneers in Western Canada. Aside from the 
museum and various other buildings and artifacts on the O’Keefe Ranch’s property, 
this site is also in close proximity to countless tourism attractions and activities, some 
of which are: 

 Seven golf courses within a 30 minute drive; 

 The City of Vernon, the largest city and economic driver of the North 
Okanagan, boasting beautiful parks and beaches only 10-15 minutes 
away by car; 

 Silver Star Mountain Resort, Kalamalka Provincial Park and Ellison 
Provincial Park, with world-renowned mountain biking and skiing less 
than a 45 minutes’ drive away.

3.1 Physical Description of the Site 

The O’Keefe Ranch is moderately flat with slight undulations and one small hill. A 
river separates the western 1/3 of the property from the rest, and this river floods 
each spring causing annual damage and problems with the animal pens. The furthest 
west 1/3 is a flat and open field that receives a lot of sun and is irrigated. Currently 
roundup ready GMO corn is planted on this section and it is the home of the Corn 
Maze in October each year; moreover, there are 10 RV sites on southern the edge of 
this parcel. 

The middle of the site contains many buildings of various ages and uses; some are 
original mid-1800’s heritage buildings and others have been built at various times for 
various reasons. This centre area is also home to a small selection of animals and 
birds, a barn, and a large lot, which holds many vehicles and old equipment with a 
modest workshop at the northern most tip. 
The furthest Eastern 1/3 of the site is relatively flat, grassy, and is primarily used for 
the equestrian programs on site. St. Anne’s Church is also in this portion of the site, 
behind which is a decommissioned cemetery.



4.1.1 Climatic Zone

The Climatic zone is an important consideration for specific ventures within this study 
as it can help to determine what specific plants or flowers the site can support and the 
minimum range of temperatures that a plant or tree can survive safely on the site. The 
O’Keefe Ranch is situated in Climate zone 6; more specifically, bordering on zones 6a 
and 6b, wherein planting usually runs from mid- through mid-November. The climate 
in this zone is hospitable to all but the most delicate plants and those that require hot 
and dry weather in order to excel. Zone 6 also happens to be a region where the 
weather can change abruptly. Winter or summer can sometimes come early or last 
longer than expected and strong seasonal storms can wreak havoc on gardens making 
the climate unpredictable at times. These factors can have an impact on the average 
growing season and they should be factored in when assessing the feasibility of 
certain crops.

This climatic zone also lends itself to increased tourism potential. Specifically winters 
attract winter-sports enthusiasts from all over the world, and summers bring many 
domestic tourists looking for a summer experience with weather typically only 
available outside of Canada. 

3.2 Ownership Considerations 

In 1977 the Devonian Foundation transferred Lot E, D.L. 104, Plan 1488; Lot 2, D.L. 
104, Plan 14176 and (84 catalogued pages of) artifacts to the City of Vernon (the 
“City”). These lands and artifacts were transferred to the City on the condition that 
they would be used to maintain an educational and historic public park depicting the 
way of life in the area at its inception; if this condition is not met, the lands revert back 
to Alberta, B.C. and the Crown (in order of offer). Immediately after the Devonian 
Foundation transferred the property to the City, the City entered into an agreement 
with the O’Keefe Ranch and Interior Heritage Society (the “Society”), who was (and 
remains to this day) contracted to manage and upkeep the lands and buildings as well 
as to meet the conditions of the Devonian Foundation for the City. 

An initial agreement was struck between the City of Vernon and the O’Keefe Ranch 
and Interior Heritage Society in 1977; more recently, a 30-year agreement was signed 
between these parties (in 1997) – leaving 10 years on the current lease agreement. 
Aside from the initial lots transferred, the City of Vernon purchased Lot D, D.L. 106, 
Plan 1488 from Spallumcheen Estates in 1992; the remainder of Lot A Plan 1488 was 
purchased from the Devonian Foundation in 1981, and neither of these lots have 
rights to the reverter (as in they do not revert back to the provinces of Alberta and 
then B.C. and then the Crown, they are instead owned by the City). The image below is 



a map of the aforementioned Lots, which are collectively referred to as the “O’Keefe 
Ranch”.

3.3 Parcels, Zoning and Permissible Uses

There are three main parcels of land to discuss for development purposes. For 
simplicity, they will be referred to as Parcels 1, 2, and 3. Parcel 1 is the furthest West 
parcel, referred to in the map above as REM A and coloured light yellow in the map 
below. Parcel 2 is the centre lot, Lot D, and parcel 3 is the lot which is furthest East, 
Lot 2. Parcels 2 and 3 are coloured green in the map below. 

Parcels 2 and 3 are zoned S1 and parcel 1 and the surrounding area are zoned A2 (in 
light yellow below). Uses on each parcel must conform to the respective zoning bylaw 
regulations and all of the lands must conform to the Agricultural Land Commission 
(ALC) regulations.
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3.3.1 S1 Zoning

Division nine special use (heritage) zone S1 zoning bylaws describe the permissible 
uses, setbacks and other requirements. Permissible uses of the land, buildings and 
structures for parcels 2 and 3 (the green parcels above) include:

a. Heritage attractions which feature the display of historic buildings 
b. The static or motive display of antique vehicles and antique machinery 

customarily associated with and ancillary to the principal and permitted use identified 
in Section 901.1.a. above subject to the provisions of Section 901.3.c. of this Bylaw 

c. Craft shops, retail sales, restaurants and food sales, displays, and 
entertainment customarily associated with and ancillary to the principle and 
permitted use identified in Section 901.1.a.  

d. Agriculture 



e. Two (2) dwelling units for the operator/manager or other employee of the 
principal and permitted use one of which dwelling unit may be a manufactured home. 
The secondary dwelling unit must be at least fifty percent (50%) farm-related 

f. Retail sales and repair of antique pianos and furniture 
g. Wineries and cideries (include microbreweries) subject to the provisions of 

Section 901.3.d. of this bylaw4 

3.3.2 A2 Zoning

Parcel 1 and most of the property surrounding the O’Keefe Ranch is regulated under 
division eight - agriculture - zone A2. This zoning bylaw describes the permissible 
uses, buildings per lot, height of buildings, lot area, coverage and frontage, parking, set 
backs, and other requirements. The permissible uses are: 

a. Accessory buildings and structures 
b. Accessory employee bunkhouse use 
c. Accessory farm sales use subject to the provisions of Section 803.9.a. of this 

Bylaw 
d. Bed and breakfast facilities subject to the provisions of Section 803.9.b. of 

this Bylaw 
e. Dog kennel subject to the regulations of Section 803.9.ff. of this Bylaw 
f. Agricultural Zone Home occupations subject to the provisions of Section 
803.9.c. of this Bylaw g. Intensive agricultural use 
h. Resource use 
i. Secondary single-family dwellings (or manufactured homes) subject to the 
provisions of Section 803.9.d. of this Bylaw 
j. Single family dwellings, which may include secondary suites subject to the 
provisions of Section 803.9.f. of this Bylaw 
k. Wineries and cideries (this now includes microbreweries) subject to the 
provisions of Section 803.9.i. of this Bylaw 
l. Medical marihuana production facilities subject to the setback provisions of 
Schedule J of this Bylaw.5

3.3.3 Agricultural Land Reserve 

Zoning A2 regulates Parcel 1 and zoning S1 regulates Parcels 2 and 3. Further, the 
entire Ranch falls within the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR). Regulated by the 
Agricultural Land Commission (ALC), ALR land has specified permissible uses. Farm 
uses that are permitted outright, as well as other permitted uses and non-farm uses. 

4 Division nine – special use (heritage) S.1. zoning bylaws can be found on pages 115-117 at: 
http://www.spallumcheentwp.bc.ca/files/%7B31BFD946-9261-425F-95ED-
CCD9B9992208%7DBYLAW%201700,%202008%20-%20CONSOLIDATED%202015.pdf 
5 Ibid. 2. Division eight – rural zones – agriculture A2. See pages 84 to 106. 

http://www.spallumcheentwp.bc.ca/files/%7B31BFD946-9261-425F-95ED-CCD9B9992208%7DBYLAW%201700,%202008%20-%20CONSOLIDATED%202015.pdf
http://www.spallumcheentwp.bc.ca/files/%7B31BFD946-9261-425F-95ED-CCD9B9992208%7DBYLAW%201700,%202008%20-%20CONSOLIDATED%202015.pdf


Regulations. Because the O’Keefe Ranch is located within ALC regulated land, one of 
its main uses is meant to be agriculturally-based. 6

As will be discussed in the sections below (Non-Financial Analysis), ALR land owners 
who wish to pursue other uses must make an application under the Agricultural Land 
Commission Act (the "ALC Act") and secure approval from the ALC. Land use 
activities permitted in the ALR regulations do not require an application or approval 
of the ALC if the use complies with any conditions or parameters set out in the ALR 
Regulation. 

3.4 Site Analysis Summary

The following table summarises the 3 identified parcels’ characteristics (aspect, size, 
amenities/services), parameters (zoning, ownership, contracts), current uses, 
permissible uses and ideal uses. Ideal uses are defined within the context if this study, 
thereby they include parameters, characteristics and permissible uses that are in line 
with the identified potential ventures, mission, vision and market within which the 
ventures would be run.

Table 4 Summary of the 3 Parcels that Make up the O’Keefe Ranch

Parcel # 1 2 3
Characteristics: Approx. 20 acres, 

flat, irrigated, full 
sun, open (no 
trees), flanked by 
roadways, 
electricity to lower 
portion at RV sites, 
electricity in 
Schubert house 
runs out to the corn 
maze.

Approx. 10 acres, 
hilly, river on west 
side, moderately 
treed but primarily 
grassy.
Irrigation from well 
in front of mansion, 
office and land to 
north of pavilion.
Restaurant and 
washrooms are city 
water. Electricity 
throughout.

Approx. 20 acres, hilly 
in centre, some trees, 
mostly grass. 
Electricity runs up to 
arena booth and the 
pole barn. Electricity 
has been run out to 
horse paddocks at 
furthest East line but 
automatic sprinklers 
have not been 
connected yet

Parameters: Zoned A2, current 
“contract” with 
Hammings to plant 
corn in the Spring, 
owned by City of 
Vernon with no 
rights of reverter. 

Zoned S1, Many 
buildings 
interspersed 
without much 
organisation or 
planning, Pioneer 
Power Club owns 
the buildings they 

Zoned S1, Many 
buildings 
interspersed without 
much organisation or 
planning, NOTRA 
(therapeutic horse 
riding) own a pole 
barn on site and 

6 http://www.bclaws.ca/civix/document/id/complete/statreg/171_2002

http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/00_02036_01
http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/00_02036_01


built and many of 
the small engine 
machines on site. 
Owned by City of 
Vernon

operate programs 
from the paddocks. 
Owned by City of 
Vernon with rights of 
reverter to provincial 
government if not 
operated as a heritage 
site.

Current Uses Corn farming and 
10 RV sites in 
Summer, corn maze 
in Fall, sleigh rides 
in Winter 

Animal pens, barn, 
parking lot, pole 
barn, heritage 
buildings (school 
and Schubert 
house), workshop 
and yard for 
Pioneer Power Club  

Decommissioned 
cemetery with 
heritage church, 
general store other 
heritage buildings, 
horse paddocks, 
museum, mansion, 
office buildings and 
restaurant

Relevant 
Permissible 
Uses 

+Accessory 
buildings and 
structures 
+Accessory 
employee 
bunkhouse use 
+Accessory farm 
sales use 
+Intensive 
agricultural use 
+Secondary single-
family dwellings 
+Single family 
dwellings, which 
may include 
secondary suites 
+Wineries and 
cideries (and 
microbreweries) 

+Heritage 
attractions which 
feature the display 
of historic buildings 
+The display of 
antique vehicles 
and antique 
machinery 
+Craft shops, retail 
sales, restaurants 
and food sales, 
displays, and 
entertainment 
+Agriculture 
+Two dwelling 
units for employees 
+Wineries and 
cideries (and 
microbreweries) 

+Heritage attractions 
which feature the 
display of historic 
buildings 
+The display of 
antique vehicles and 
antique machinery 
+Craft shops, retail 
sales, restaurants and 
food sales, displays, 
and entertainment 
+Agriculture 
+Two dwelling units 
for employees 
+Wineries and 
cideries (and 
microbreweries)



4.0 HOPS FARM and AGRITOURISM

This venture would include a 10 acre hops farm wherein someone else is responsible 
for the farming aspects, and may also include the distribution of local beers 
(specifically those who purchase hops from the O’Keefe Ranch) which could also lead 
to a small saloon on site for tastings and an authentic late 1800’s drinking experience. 
Furthermore, long term this could lead into a food sustainability hub and/or a co-op 
microbrewery on site. But it all begins with Hops.

4.1 Introduction to Hops

Hops are native to temperate zones of the northern hemisphere are an herbaceous 
perennial vine. The crop typically takes 3-4 years to establish and will produce for 
approximately 25 years. During the spring, the hops bines start growing at a fairly 
rapid rate; clusters of hops typically mature between late summer and early fall, 
which is when they are picked. 

Hops are one of the principle ingredients in the beer making process, often giving beer 
its signature flavour by providing the beer with any or all of the aroma, bittering and 
hop flavouring. After they are picked, hops can be used in their whole form or as 
pellets. Pellets are more commonly used in commercial brewing, as many brew 
houses are not equipped to use whole hops in the brewing process. 

The earliest cultivation of hops in BC dates back to 1862 when farmers in Saanich, just 
north of Victoria, began growing hops to sell to local brewers. In the Chilliwack area, 
the industry continued to grow until the 1940’s when nearly 2,000 acres were under 
cultivation, with 4,000 people employed during the harvest each year. But after World 
War II, the industry began shrinking, not only in workers due to the advent of 
mechanised picking machines but also in land use due to competition from 
Washington and Oregon to the south; the province’s major corporate-owned 
breweries were buying cheaper hops almost exclusively from Washington State’s 
heavily subsidized hops industry. Fewer and fewer farmers chose to grow hops until 
the last of the great Fraser Valley hop farms closed down in 1997. 

4.2 Specific Market Research

The local market for hops is ripe. As local food movements and trends of local 
microbrews grow, so too does the demand for local, organic ingredients to meet the 
needs of the growth.

5.2.1 Current Industry Trends7 



BC grown hops has been growing greatly over the last decade due to both the recent 
growth of the craft beer industry and the increasing consumer demand for local 
products. A recent article in the Vancouver Sun stated: “B.C. has been adding about a 
dozen new craft breweries a year during the past five years, growth that is mirrored 
south of the border, 6 where at least 1,000 craft breweries have opened across the 
United States in that period”. 

In BC, craft beer’s market share has skyrocketed from nearly 15% in 2007 to 24.6% in 
September 2017 (BCLDB, Liquor Market Review: Fiscal 2017/2018 Q2). In 2012, 
there were roughly 55 microbreweries breweries in BC, in 2013 that number grew to 
64, and in 2016 there were 102. Since 2007, BC microbreweries (breweries that 
produce less than 160,000 HL per year) have experienced a 140% increase in sales 
(BCLDB, annual reports 2007 to 2013), as sales have almost tripled from 
approximately $60.5 million to $169.6 million. 

In BC, craft beer’s market share accounts for nearly 15% of all beer sold according to 
the Craft Brewers Association of British Columbia, who maintain that brewers are 
experiencing sales growth between 15 and 20% per year. Coupled with the boom in 
craft beer sales, the number of microbreweries in BC has boomed as well. 

The market for local goods has also recently experienced large growth as the 
awareness for "food miles" and the carbon footprint of food has been steadily 
increasing among the general consumer. Public interest in the source of food (which 
includes beverages) has meant a real growth in small-scale agriculture marketing 
direct to the consumer right across North America. Many campaigns have been 
initiated to specifically address and encourage the marketing and production of local 
food.

5.2.2 The Market

The market for BC grown hops consists primarily of BC microbreweries and 
Brewpubs in BC, within Canada and the US. Other potential buyers of BC grown hops 
include homebrew supply stores, home brewers, and online hops retailers. This 
largest of these market sectors is commercial breweries and brewpubs. 

7 In 2014 Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada and the B.C. Ministry of Agriculture through programs 
delivered by the Investment Agriculture Foundation of B.C. funded the Hop Yard Collective to 
produce a feasibility study on the state of hops farming in BC. The information in this section has 
been collected and assimilated primarily form this source. 



With well over 100 craft breweries now operating in BC, it is estimated that these 
100+ craft breweries in BC require approximately 500,000+ kg of dried hops annually, 
or the equivalent of 650-700 acres of farmland in full production. 

This increase in craft breweries, in North America and beyond, is causing a shortage of 
hops world wide. From 2014-2016, hops prices increased 31% leaving supply short. 
Larger breweries have long term purchase contracts but smaller mircro-breweries 
have felt the pinch opening up the market to local hops growers.

Jon O’Connor, president and CEO of Hops Connect, a hops processing and brokering 
company based out of Pemberton, BC that does business with over 65 craft breweries 
in BC, estimates there are perhaps 20 hop farms in BC currently with either mature or 
maturing crops (Vancouver Sun, Aug 2, 2014). 

BC has the perfect growing climate for hops, especially the Thompson/Okanagan 
regions because of their hot dry growing seasons. There has been an influx of hops 
farms establishing in BC. Two of the largest hops farms in BC (Chilliwack Hops Farm 
and Tk’emlups Hop Farm) have planted over 400 acres of hops in the last 4 years 
collectively. Despite these large farms, there is still plenty of room in this market for 
smaller scale farms especially in the organic market. This indicates a considerable 
amount of room for new hop farming enterprises to service the market represented 
by BC’s craft breweries. 

4.2.1.1 The Buyer

This section answers consumer demand questions such as: Do BC’s craft breweries 
currently have access to BC Grown hops? What are the breweries looking for in their 
hops? Would BC’s craft breweries switch to BC grown hops and price would they 
expect to pay for BC grown hops? What interests BC’s craft breweries want to use BC 
grown hops? 

Based on 14 interviews conducted by the Hops Farm Group with BC craft breweries, 
all except one stated they would buy BC grown organic hops for a premium price if 
given the option. Many of the responses on “local hops” were in relation to the local 
food movement and supporting local BC farmers. One respondent noted that their 
support for local products was based on enhancing the resiliency of local economies. 
For price, there was a general consensus from all brewers that they would pay a 
premium for BC grown hops. It was estimated that the current prices of imported 
hops range from $5 to $17 per pound. One respondent noted that they would pay 
double the price for Cascade if it was available from BC and another noted that they 
would pay $15 per lb. (also for Cascade). In general, quality of hops and meeting 
brewers’ specifications was the top priority for brewers. 



To identify hop varieties that can be grown in BC at this time and that are of interest 
to breweries in BC, breweries were asked to select their top 2 picks for locally grown 
hops from a list of varieties potentially available to BC growers. Cascade was the top 
choice, followed by Centennial. On the subject of varieties, some brewers noted “the 
big C’s” (Cascade, Centennial, Columbus and Chinook) as varieties of interest. One 
brewer noted that the varieties that are popular today might not be as popular 
tomorrow, which would drive the price down in the event of a surplus. Therefore, it 
was advised that hops farmers should be looking ahead as to what might be popular in 
the coming years. 

For small scale hops producers, it is important they grow varieties that are in demand 
and are viewed as ‘specialty hops’; hops which contain unique flavour characteristics 
that receive a higher sale price. 

4.3 Competition and Potential Partners 

The emergence of the large hops farms in the Fraser Valley and Kamloops represent a 
threat as well as an opportunity. The threat is they will continue to expand and 
possibly maintain a competitive advantage in mechanical process and storage driving 
their costs and price down.  One advantage this highlights is the opportunity to 
partner with local First Nations to reduce risk and share costs, like the Tk’emlups 
Hops Farms did. The other advantage would be to partner with the Kamloops hops 
farm, or other local hop farm to share processing, drying and pelletizing equipment. 
The Kamloops Hops Farm has also created an online market for its hops and other 
imported hops called Big Horn Hops.

One example of this is Harvesters Of Organic Hops (HOOH) in Lilloet, BC. HOOH is a 
small-scale organic hop farm that offers processing, drying, pelletizing, packaging and 
storing services for other organic hop farms. Partnering with other local hops farms in 
the Okanagan would allow smaller scale farms to reduce debt loads and increase 
profits so they can be competitive in the larger market. 

For a more extensive look at the hops industry in the Cascadia region refer to the 
competitive matrix below. The key is to market directly to craft breweries and supply 
them with high quality, specialty aroma hops. 



Table 5 Hops Competition Matrix 

Big Horn 
Hops

Hops 
Connect

HOOH Sartori 
Cedar 
Ranch 

Hops 
Union

Location Kamloops
, BC

Pemberton
, BC

Lillooet, BC Chilliwack, 
BC

USA 
(Wash. 
St.)

Descriptio
n

Imported 
and 
locally 
grown 
hops

Imported 
whole 
hops & 
processed 
in BC with 
some 
locally 
grown 
supply

Small 
Harvester/Growe
r of Organic Hops

10 acre 
hops farm. 
Grown 
specificall
y for
Driftwood 
Brewing.

Hops 
grown in 
USA & 
available 
for 
purchase 
to 
Canadia
n 
Brewers

Local BC Yes/No Yes/No Yes Yes No
Price per 
pound ($) 
(Aroma 
Hops)

$12-24 $15-$18 $14 - $22 $15 $8 - $16 
(USD)

Border 
taxes & 
fees

No No No No Yes

Closer to home there are several small scale hop farms: 
• Square One Hop Growers (2 Acres - Penticton, BC)
• Eagle Valley Hops (8 Acres - Malakwa, BC)
• Hopanagan (2 Acres - Vernon, BC)
• Unknown Hop Yard (1 Acre - Kelowna, BC)

5.3.1 Competition (Market Supply)

In general, the hops industry is highly competitive. Most of the interviewees were 
currently in contracts with large hops brokers such as Hops Union, Country Malt, or 
Hop Steiner. One respondent noted that the contracts might be difficult to cancel.  In 
light of recent shortages, some smaller scale breweries have been affected because 
they do not have the volume to secure hops contracts. Therefore, this represents an 
opportunity to approach local Breweries, which there are many in the Okanagan now, 
and secure small scale contracts. At this time it would be advisable to inquire which 



hops they are having the most difficulty sourcing and offer to grow those varieties.

Breweries prefer to purchase hops from multiple suppliers (73%), citing reasons such 
as “spreading the risk”, “better access to popular/proprietary varieties”, necessity and 
security of supply. Of those respondents that currently do have access to a source of 
good quality BC grown hops, 67% indicated suppliers are not able to consistently 
meet their demand for the product. Of breweries that source their hops directly from 
a BC farmer or from their own farm operation, 67% of respondents indicated this 
represented 0-5% of their annual supply of hops. 82% of breweries currently 
purchase pelletized hops, while only 9% purchase only whole dried hops, and another 
9% purchase both pelletized and whole dried hops. 

5.3.2 Potential Strategic Alliances

A hops farm at the O’Keefe Ranch in and of itself may be vulnerable to various trends 
and the climate. For this reason, strategic alliances will be essential for the long-term 
success of a hops farm. 

Alliances with local craft breweries will supply sales and insight into trends in the 
industry as a whole and locally. Aligning with other hop farms provide the 
opportunity to pool resources and sales to secure larger supply contracts while 
reducing overall capital costs. Alternatively, if you are to own the equipment for 
harvesting, processing, packaging and storing the product you can offer smaller 
growers a value added service which would allow them to expand and aggregate 
though O’Keefe. Connecting with other hops retailers could offer an opportunity to sell 
bulk hops, but most likely at a wholesale price.

 Finally, partnering with local institution and organizations creates the opportunity 
for strategic alliances. These partnerships could yield funding, administration 
assistance, labour, research and marketing exposure to assist in market development 
and profitability.

A small list of possible alliances include:

Local Craft Breweries:
• Persephone Brewing (http://www.persephonebrewing.com/)
• Crannog Ales (Sorrento https://www.crannogales.com/)
• Marten Brewing (Vernon)
• BX Cider (Vernon)
• Boundary Brewing (Kelowna)
• B&A Brewing (Kelowna)
• Kettle River Brewing (Kelowna)

https://www.crannogales.com/


• Mill Creek Brewery (Kelowna)
• Bad Tattoo Brewing (Pentiction)
• Firehall Brewing (Oliver)

Local Hop Farms/Retailers:
• Hopanogan (Vernon)
• Hop Dawgs (online home brewing retailer – Armstrong)
• Eagle Valley Hops (Malakwa)
• Big Horn Hops (Kamloops)
• Hops Connect (Pemberton)

Local Organizations/Institutions
• Farmers markets
• Okanagan College
• Kindale Developmental Association
• John Howard Society
• Food Action Society
• Venture Training
• Okanagan Indian Band 

4.4 Non-Financial Analysis

While hops were historically grown in the area there is an estimated 1-2 generations 
that have never seen a hop yard in production thus making it a fairly new and 
innovative farm crop to visit.

Incorporating immersive farming practices with guest services will add to the overall 
customer experience. Hop yards are unique and impressive, allowing the guests to 
tour a mature hop yard, to touch and smell the hops will give them a more immersive 
and thus a more memorable experience of the ranch.

While the demand for hops is growing, the idea of using hops as an agri-tourism 
attraction is relatively new. Allowing a small section of the hop yard to remain for 
guest experience will open the ranch to hosting more innovative events such as 
intimate outdoor weddings and long-table al fresco dining events.  Allowing the guest 
to experience the hop yard invites them to build lasting memories of the ranch and 
thus creating a culture of repeat visitations. 

5.4.1 Land Use Regulations and Zoning 

As all parcels are zoned for agricultural use, a hops farm is considered an ideal use 
from the perspective of land use.  Furthermore, all parcels allow for a microbrewery 



even though the bylaw only states wineries and cideries. The bylaw regulates the sale 
of such as described therein. 

The BC Liquor Control and Licencing Branch8 regulations are another consideration. 
The O’Keefe Ranch would need to apply for a “manufacturers” license permit if it were 
to ever make beer on site and would need to apply for a retail permit for the sale of 
the beer.

5.4.2 Convergence with Organisational Vision, Planning 
Principles and Strategic Priorities  

A hop farm represents an opportunity for long term financial sustainability through 
growing an agricultural crop, creating employment opportunities while generating a 
long-term revenue stream. There is a long history of growing hops in BC, which would 
allow O’Keefe Ranch to take a historical perspective of the hops industry to promote 
agri-tourism and increase gate admissions. Growing this crop in accordance with 
organic principles would also demonstrate a historical approach to agriculture and 
increase the price per pound of the final product. 

A hops farm and accompanying agri-tourism fit nicely with both the current market 
trends as well as the O’Keefe Ranch’s vision and mission, both of which include the 
desire to preserve the local agriculture and farming character and heritage. Further, 
the Society’s current constitution expresses how the O’Keefe Ranch shall:

 Advance the knowledge and appreciation of, and stimulate interest in, the 
historical and cultural background of Western Canada and in particular, 
the way of life in the North Okanagan Area. (this could be considered 
agricultural in nature)

 To provide and operate facilities for the preservation, maintenance, 
display and development of matters of historical or cultural significance 
in Western Canada, and in particular, in the North Okanagan Area. (this 
could be considered agricultural in nature)

 To provide instruction to persons wishing to study matters or subjects of 
cultural or historical significance or interest. (this could be considered 
agricultural in nature)

Perhaps not simply a hops farm but certainly a hops farm with accompanying 
agritourism and programming is clearly synergistic with the O’Keefe Ranch’s vision 
and mission.

5.4.3 Social Impact/Community Need 

Vernon is a community with many marginalized citizens struggling with addiction, 

8https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/employment-business/business/liquor-regulation-
licensing/liquor-licences-permits 



mental illness and developmental disabilities. A hop farm represents an opportunity 
to partner with local institutions that look to offer meaningful employment and 
retraining for marginalized people.  

Hops plants are naturally calming and used as an herbal remedy for sleep. Working 
with them results in a calm and relaxed atmosphere. It is well researched that using 
agriculture as a form of rehabilitation has had positive benefits to people with mental 
illness, addiction problems and developmental disabilities. 

Partnering with institutions such as John Howard Society, Venture Training and 
Kindale Developmental Association could create strategic alliances. These 
partnerships could result in funding and labour supply for the hops farm while doing 
a service to community members. The ‘story’ that would accompany this hop farm 
would result in favourable media and attract socially conscious buyers as well as Farm 
Visitors. 

While a hops farm may not have much social or community value; accompanying 
agritourism and food sustainability centre or local food hub would have both social 
impact and fill a community need. “Food security is vital to the health and well-being of 
a community and is the foundation for healthy eating.9”
This is further discussed in section 4.6 below. 

5.4.4 Organisational Capacity 

The O’Keefe Ranch does not have staff capable of running a farm at this time. 
Partnerships would be required to hire or contract individuals who could build and 
grow this venture, allowing current staff to continue to focus on their tasks.

4.5 Financial Analysis 

Creating a profitable hops farm can be attained through a minimum of 10 acres of 
hops plus purchasing equipment. This scenario assumes there is a 30% contribution 
to capital costs through personal contribution (partnering) or obtaining outside 
funding. 

BC Breweries were asked how much they would be willing to pay per dry pound for 
BC grown, high quality pelletized hops. Responses varied, but generally ranged from 
$8-$10/lb. to $14-$16/lb. When asked how much they would be willing to pay for BC 
grown, high quality whole dried hops, a majority of breweries (57%) indicated $8-
$10/lb. If the hops at O’Keefe were specialty aroma hops (Citra, Galaxy, Simcoe or 

9 http://planh.ca/sites/default/files/planh_healthy_eating_guide-web.pdf



Mosaic) and grown using organic practices, and eventually certified organic, you could 
easily expect $15/lb.

4.5.1 Start-up

Scenario: 10 Acres & Equipment Purchase

In order to be financially feasible, a 10-acre hops farm is recommended. Hops take 4 
years to fully mature but yields begin in year 2. Therefore, startup costs are spread 
out over the first 2 years. Year 1 consists of establishing the trellis system and 
planting the hop rhizomes. Cost per acre is roughly $13,970 per acre for plants and 
trellises.
 

Table 6 Start Up Costs List

1 Acre Materials List
 Quantity Unit Price/unit Totals

Structure     
End Poles (6" x 22') 34 each $25.00 $850.00 
Line Poles (4" x 20') 45 each $20.00 $900.00 
Ground Anchors (48") 34 each $10.00 $340.00 
Eyebolts 45 each $3.72 $167.40 
1/4" aircraft cable 5000 lin. ft. $0.20 $980.00 
3/16" aircraft cable 2000 lin. ft. $0.14 $280.00 
1/4" clips 350 each $1.13 $395.50 
3/16" clips 78 each $0.99 $77.22 
1/4" eyelets 44 each $0.27 $11.88 
Haven Grip 1 each  $165.00 
Cable Cutters 1 each  $228.00 
Stone (3/4" crush) 8 cubic yd $38.00 $304.00 
    $4,699.00 
Planting       
Rhizomes 1200 each $3.70 $4,440.00 
Coir Twine 1 bale $500.00 $500.00 
Clover Seed 20 lbs  $40.00 
6" pots 1125 each $0.21 $236.25 
Planting Soil 45 cubic yd. $50.00 $2,250.00 
    $7,466.25 
Irrigation     
Drip Line (0.5") 4600 lin. ft. $0.30 $1,380.00 
Main Line (1.25") 600 lin. ft. $0.40 $240.00 
Tees (1.25"x1.25"x1.25") 1 each $1.50 $1.50 
Tees (1.25"x1.25"x0.5") 22 each $1.25 $27.50 
90 degree elbow (1.25") 1 each $1.25 $1.25 
Couplers (0.5" x 0.5") 22 each $0.50 $11.00 
End Caps (0.5") 22 each $0.50 $11.00 
End Caps (1.25") 2 each $1.25 $2.50 



Valves (1.25") 2 each $5.00 $10.00 
Valve Stand 1 each $50.00 $50.00 
Programmable Timer 2 each $35.00 $70.00 
    $1,804.75 
     
Total    $13,970.00 

The whole 10-acre system would be a $203,700.00 investment.  Year 2 costs consist 
of capital expenditures for specialized small-scale equipment for harvesting, drying, 
pelletizing and packaging are needed. Additional costs include an Oast House for 
drying, branding and marketing expenses and cold storage.

Table 7 Annual Capital Expenses 

Annual Capital Expenses

Annual Capital Expenses Scenario Year 1 Year 2 Yea
r 3 Total

Buildings/Structures

Collective 
grower or 

independent 
farmer

$0 $35,000 $0  
Services $0 $2,000 $0  

Truck $10,000 $0 $0  
Trailer $4,000 $0 $0  

Oast House $0 $7,500 $0  
Fertilizer/compost($2.5k/acre

) $25,000 $0 $0  

Hop yard Assembly $139,70
0 $0 $0  

Tractor $25,000 $0 $0  
Branding, Web & Print

Independen
t farmer 

only

$0 $5,000 $0  
Picker $0 $60,000 $0  

Grinder/Pelletizer $0 $60,000 $0  
Packaging Machine $0 $10,000 $0  

Refridgeration & Cold 
Storage $0 $30,000 $0  

Total Capital Expenses  $203,70
0 

$172,50
0 $0 $376,20

0

This model does not include any extra income attained by processing, packing and 
storing other local hops from small farms. Choosing to purchase the equipment 
creates capacity to encourage other local farmers to grow hops and offer them a 
service or share the cost of the equipment. This model does not account for existing 
equipment and infrastructure on the Ranch that could be used for this venture.

4.5.2 Sales Projections



Sales projections were determined by considering 1500 lbs of dried hops per acre at a 
sale price of $15/lb (Figure NET INCOME). Yields will begin in Year 2 (40%) and 
increase in Year 3 (90%) and Year 4 (100%). Sales in Year 2 will be $90,000 
increasing to $225,000 by Year 4. Success depends on creating relationships and 
signing annual supply contracts with breweries in order to get top dollar. Sales could 
likely increase if organic certification was achieved but transition would have to being 
immediately as it takes 3 years to complete.

4.5.3 Income Statement

Expenses in the initial years will be between $162,000-167,000. Fixed and Variable 
Costs have been estimated independently of the rest of the farm to allow for 
emergency preparedness. This scenario also assumes the Operations Manager of the 
farm will be overseeing the operation of the hops farm as part of their job description. 
By Year 3 net income will be $23,021 rising to a consistent $95,299 by Year 8 (Figure 
NET INCOME). This scenario is based on a 7 year payback period for operational and 
capital loans with Net Profit becoming positive in Year 8.

Table 8 Summary of Net Income 

Summary of Net Income over 10 Years

Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9 Y10

Revenues 90,000 202,000 225,000 225,000 225,000 225,000 225,000 225,000 225,000

Variable 
Expenses 92,500 97,030 100,533 103,825 103,825 103,825 103,825 103,825 103,825 103,825

Fixed 
Expenses 70,644 68,514 66,235 63,796 61,186 58,394 55,407 25,876 25,876 25,876

Net 
Income ($163,144) ($75,544) $23,021 $46,878 $51,583 $51,175 $62,871 $95,299 $95,299 $95,299

4.5.4 Cash Flow

Cash flow projections were done for the first years to demonstrate monthly operating 
expenses of $8,581. Total ‘Cash In’ in Years 1 & 2 are from Operating Loans, Capital 
Loans, Equity Contribution and some hops revenue. ‘Cash In’ in Years 3 & 4 is from 
hops revenue exclusively. 

Table 9 Summary of Cash Flow 

Cash Flow Summary Years 1 to 4



Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

Net Operational Cash In $0 $139,717 $164,628 $204,178

Total Cash In $479,704 $338,044 $202,500 $225,000

Total Cash Out $339,770 $340,241 $177,509 $185,450

Surplus $139,934 $-2,197 $24,991 $39,550

4.5.5 Breakeven Analysis

In order to breakeven, once equipment has been purchased, either 4 acres of crops 
must be in full harvest or a specific price per pound must be achieved. In the first 2 
years breakeven is not possible as yields are too low. Beginning in Year 3 a minimum 
price of $12/lb must be achieved. As fixed costs decrease and loans are repaid the 
price per pound reduces to $9/lb in Year 8. 

Table 10 Break Even Analysis for Full Production Acres

Breakeven quantity (Q=FC/(P-VC)

Variable Costs $10,270

Total Profit per acre $22,500

Total Fixed costs per year $48,700

Required number of acres to breakeven 3.99

Table 11 Break Even Analysis for Price Per Pound 

Breakeven Price (P=(FC+(VCxQ))/Q)

Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9 Y10

Variable 
Costs/lb $16.17 $7.45 $6.92 $6.92 $6.92 $6.92 $6.92 $6.92 $6.92

Fixed Costs $68,514 $66,235 $63,796 $61,186 $58,394 $55,407 $25,876 $$25,876 $25,876

Quantity 6000 13,500 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000

Breakeven $28 $12 $11 $11 $11 $11 $9 $9 $9

4.5.6 Other Funding

Depending on the model for ownership/partnership there are outside funding 



opportunities available. Strictly speaking for agricultural ventures there is not a lot of 
funding options available. The most popular, and competitive, is the Growing Forward 
2 grant creating access to funds for agri-innovation, agri-marketing, business planning 
and First Nations Agriculture Development (partnering opportunity). 

Other options for funding would be financing through programs like Farm Credit 
Canada who offer low interest loans for land, capital and other agricultural purchases. 
Finally, partnering with other institutions or non-profits to create capacity and assist 
with funding.

Creating partnerships with non-profits like John Howard House, Kindale 
Developmental Association, Food Action Society or Venture Training could open up 
opportunities for money to be used for training, labour and rehabilitation 
programming ultimately reducing some of the variable (labour, administration, 
marketing) and startup costs.

4.5.7 Sensitivity Analysis

Because a variety of factors can affect the profitability of an agricultural product, 
sensitivity analysis is conducted for both the change in market price of hops and the 
change in yield.

Change in Market Price for Hops

As the farming industry experiences volatility in market prices based on supply, 
demand and quality, it is likely that the market price for hops could experience some 
volatility.  It is useful to know how these pricing fluctuations may impact the business. 
 The following s highlight a 4-year sensitivity analysis on a drop in market price for 
hops by 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40% and a rise in market price by 10% and 20% for 
hypothetical profit projections.  Year 1 has been omitted because be no revenues will 
be generated for that year.

Table 12 Net Profit Based on Change in Market Price for Hops 

Price 
Change

Price/lb - 
Hops

Year 2 
profits

Year 3 
Profits

Year 4 
Profits

Year 5 
Profits

+20% $18 ($71,302) $64,273 $92,441 $97,238 
+10% $16.5 ($80,812) $43,674 $69,660 $74,545 

0% $15 ($90,321) $23,021 $46,878 $51,853 
-10% $13.5 ($99,831) $2,396 $24,097 $29,160 
-20% $12 ($109,623) ($18,473) $1,114 $6,312 
-30% $10.5 ($121,787) ($41,382) ($23,554) ($17,843)
-40% $9 ($138,068) ($67,850) ($51,162) ($44,275)



Based on the sensitivity analysis above, the volatility in market prices will have a 
significant impact on profits.  If the market decreases by 20%, the business will show 
profitability, however, if market prices drop by 30% or more then the business will 
have to alter its business model to accommodate the changing market environment.  

Change in Yield

The amount of hops produced annually will have an effect on profits.  The following 
table highlights changes in profits based on varying levels of production between 
years 2 and 5.  Note that year 1 has been omitted because be no hops will be produced 
for that year.  

Table 13 Profits Based on Change in Hops Production 

Production per acre (lbs) Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

1700 6800 15300 17000 17000

1600 6400 14400 16000 16000

1500 6000 13500 15000 15000

1400 5600 12600 14000 14000

1300 5200 11700 13000 13000

1200 4800 10800 12000 12000

1100 4400 9900 11000 11000

4.6 Further Considerations 

The concept of moving the O’Keefe Ranch into farming is not a new one. If this were to 
occur many other activities that will not only increase revenue but also improve the 
visitor experience and community impact are obvious. This could include an 
agritourism bent with a food sustainability hub and community kitchen and food 
preparation area and even museum exhibits dedicated to agricultural history of the 
region. This could also include a tap house, specifically serving only local beers and 
long term will give preference to beers that use the hops grown on site.

4.6.1 Community Food Centre (Local Food 
Sustainability Hub)

Food accessibility and security is a critical issue both locally and globally. An 



agritourism hub like a Community Food Centre (CFC) could add value to the hops 
farm by providing further reasons to visit the Ranch, spend money, and integrate it 
into daily life in the Okanagan. A CFC would provide an inclusive space where people 
come together to grow, cook, share and advocate for good, local and healthy foods; 
people learn cooking and gardening skills and kids get their hands dirty in the garden 
and kitchen in ways that expand their taste buds and help them make healthier food 
choices. 

CFCs offer responsive programming in three core areas:

1. Food Access Programs provide emergency access to healthy food to those in 
need in a respectful and dignified manner.

2. Food Skills Programs develop healthy food behaviours and skills, primarily in 
the areas of gardening and cooking.

3. Education & Engagement Programs work to give individuals and 
communities voice and agency on food and hunger issues. 

A CFC at the O’Keefe Ranch would be inclusive by nature; there would be a balance 
between social and fee-for-service clients, thus the full spectrum of the community 
would be serviced. Social clients (those with barriers to employment or on income 
assistance) would have access to all programs and services at little to no cost, whereas 
fee-for-clients will be charged the market rate for products, programs, and services. 
The top four fee-for-clients identified are: parties, micro enterprises, foodies and do-
it-yourself-ers. There is as large of a market of fee for clients as there is a social client 
base for a food sustainability hub (or CFC) at the O’Keefe Ranch.  These are discussed 
briefly in the section on “Market” below.

Market Trends and Considerations

Access to affordable, reliable and stable food supplies is fundamental to a 
community’s progress toward sustainability and resiliency. Furthermore, there are 
indications that both consumer behaviours and local governments have reached a 
point of convergence where a CFC in the North Okanagan could be a viable social 
enterprise.  

Overall, significant market needs are present in the North Okanagan for all three 
aspects of a CFC: 1) Food Access Programs, 2) Food Skills Programs, 3) Education & 
Engagement Programs. There are many societal trends that have built the market 
demand to a tipping point that suggests that a CFC would be supported within the 
community through both providing access to social and non-social programming.     



Over the past ten or so years there has been a growing trend toward supporting local, 
organic harvests as well as promoting food security. In essence, the local food 
movement has gone from fad to force. The North Okanagan region is a prime area for 
this market growth and trend. Farmer’s markets, organics, non-GMOs, fair trade, local 
artisans, and CSAs (community sustainable agriculture farms) are all ways in which 
local people in the North Okanagan Regional District (RDNO) can support food 
movement trends.  

There is another trend in the RDNO related to food security. In the 2011 Regional 
District of the North Okanagan Regional Growth Strategy10, highlighted were issues of 
food security and agricultural land use and planning, “Only 5% of the province can be 
used for agriculture and the RDNO contains 39% of all Agricultural Land Reserve 
(ALR) lands in the Okanagan. Since 1974, we have lost over 6.3% (almost 6,000 ha) of 
our best ALR lands. The protection of our agricultural land base, our agricultural 
heritage and continued support for our farmers will be critical to the long term 
sustainability of the North Okanagan.” 

 “Addressing food security is complex and requires collaboration and commitment across 
sectors to ensure programs and policies support access to, and availability of, healthy, 
sustainable food.11”

Moreover, Vernon’s Official Community Plan’s Agriculture and Food Access section 
states that the City of Vernon needs and wants to “Encourage food access and 
production opportunities for Vernon residents”. Specific supporting policies in the OCP12 
are:

         15.13 Encourage collaboration and partnerships with community 
agricultural organizations, private industry and government agencies to 
support and encourage food access programs and alternatives.

         15.14 Support sustainable rural and urban agricultural practices within 
the city, including support for community and neighbourhood gardens and 
urban food production wherever possible, and encourage the development of a 
year round, indoor public market.

         15.16 Support community access to food, with specific emphasis on local 
farm products and encourage increased capacity for local food production and 
marketing.

10 http://www.rdno.ca/bylaws/Bylaw_2500.pdf 
11 http://www.phsa.ca/our-services/programs-services/population-public-health/food-security  
12 https://www.vernon.ca/homes-building/neighbourhood-planning/official-community-plan 

http://www.rdno.ca/bylaws/Bylaw_2500.pdf
https://www.vernon.ca/homes-building/neighbourhood-planning/official-community-plan


The Vernon area is presently being serviced by a wide selection of food services in the 
form of Farmers Markets, kitchens, and food programs, many of which are run by 
FASNO (the Food Action Society of the North Okanagan). There are anywhere 
between 4 and 12 farmers markets located throughout the North Okanagan at one 
time; however, while there is a considerable list of farmers markets there is still 
widespread expression that access to the markets is a concern of the local citizens. 
The North Okanagan has over 50 identified local wholesalers of locally grown food, 36 
identified mainstream retail outlets, and 18 alternative retailers.

A permanent and food safe certified commercial kitchen and food processing teaching 
facility does not exist in Vernon at the present time. Instead, people use church 
kitchens, school kitchens, the Lakers Clubhouse and others - nursing homes, 
recreation and day care centres are other possible sources of rental kitchen space.  

As mentioned above, parties, micro enterprises, courses and DIY programs would be 
on offer for a fee. The physical space would be rented for any kitchen or food related 
activities and events and food-based, local businesses can incubate in the space. 
Potential programs and their possible fees are below in Table 14. 

Table 14 Potential Income Generation from a CFC

Activity Costs

Classes -OC xeriscaping, horticulture, 
bookkeeping etc.

~$50 per person for a three hour course

Classes – Cooking www.dirtyapron.com 
four hour hands on classes

$150-$200 per person for four hours

Classes – Predator Ridge and the Rise $60- 95 per person

Classes – 3 hours healthy Cooking 
Www.wholefoodscooking.ca

$65 per person for 3 hours

Adult Activities – Dance classes at 
www.citydanceok.com

$10 per person plus extra costs for dinner 
and drinks

Adult Events - Roots and Brews $100 per person for an evening of local 
food and entertainment

Children’s parties - Okanagan rhythmic 
gymnastics club 
www.gymnsaticsinVernon.Com

$10-20 per hour per child

http://apron.com/
http://Www.wholefoodscooking.ca
http://ok.com/
http://www.gymnsaticsinVernon.Com


Summer camps for kids $5 to 20 dollars per hour per child

Children’s Parties - Yaya's play center is 
gone and nothing has filled it’s void

$13-20/hour per child (includes food)

Children’s Events – Okanagan Science 
Centre, Allan Brooks Nature Centre

$4-$10/child

Meeting space rental $10-50/hr.

Adult birthday parties $50-100/hr.

Christmas parties $50-250/hr.

Team building/corporate events $75-150/hr. 

In order to provide this space and create this “Hub” at the O’Keefe Ranch, significant 
financial and social capital will need to be raised. With local and provincial 
governments supporting such endeavors as well as agritourism trends and local food 
economy trends, at first glance this appears to be a project that could involve many 
stakeholders and contribute significantly to local social and economic needs.

An important note here is that Linda McGrew Consulting and Urban Matters worked 
on a feasibility study for a CFC in Vernon in 2014. The results of the feasibility study 
were that it was, in fact a feasible and potentially profitable venture. However, at that 
time there was neither a location nor an organization to take on the venture.

4.6.2 Tap House

It is said that with the growing microbrewery industry in BC, there is increased supply 
but the amount of taps or outlets to sell the beer are not increasing at the same rate, 
leaving a significant gap in the supply chain between the producer and the consumer.

Although liquor licensing would need to be sought, a minimum viable product for a 
tap house could simply start (this season) with an outdoor space and one staff 
member serving beers. Partnerships with local brewpubs and microbreweries would 
allow this aspect of the venture to grow each year. As more income was generated 
from this venture, this could eventually turn into a saloon of sorts. 

In order to keep things simpler, this section on a Tap House is truncated. It should be 
noted here though that the average profit on a pint of local microbrewed beer is 
approximately $4. And with little to no overhead except a single staff member, on a 



weekend day in June, July and August, this small venture could generate several 
hundreds of dollars a day, leading to thousands of dollars over the summer months. If 
weddings or other corporate, community or family celebrations are occurring on site, 
the profits could easily double.

Regardless of the direction that the board takes after deliberating on the data within 
this study, a recommendation is to get a liquor license and several local kegs and try 
out a tap house venture at the Father’s Day event in June 2018. Crannog Ales would 
likely also be able to provide beer and staff and a tap.

4.7 Conclusion

Industry and market trends support hops farming as an in-demand product locally 
and internationally. Further, buyers are willing to pay a premium for local, organic 
hops. There are very few hops farms in BC at this time and yet the microbrewery 
industry is a burgeoning one, needing more and more hops each year. Potential 
strategic partners, critical to the success of an endeavor such as this, abound. These 
are not limited to microbreweries and hops processing companies; they can be 
extended to the entire North Okanagan agricultural network, particularly is a Food 
Sustainability hub (or CFC) accompanies the farming of hops.

Hops could make money on 10 acres or more but the ROI is almost 8 years if 
equipment is also purchased. A CFC and Food Hub could make money too, as could a 
Tap House. None of these in and of themselves would propel the O’Keefe Ranch into 
financial freedom, but the combination of all of them - enhancing the visitor 
experience, bringing people back again and again, and getting those that are there to 
spend more time and more money while they are there - will all lead to increased and 
long term financial success and freedom.

A hops farm, accompanying CFC and food sustainability hub – a centre for food 
sustainable agriculture for the North Okanagan, would fill a void in the Region, 
benefiting the Ranch both socially and economically. It converges with the O’Keefe 
Ranch’s current vision and mission, and although the organization does not have the 
capacity to take on such a venture, it does have the ability to make the partnerships to 
make it work. The question really is whether or not the Board of the Ranch has the 
vision or capacity to take on such a venture.



5.0 ABORIGINAL TOURISM 

An Aboriginal tourism venture at the O’Keefe Ranch would include educational 
programming additions focused on telling the local history of First Nations and in 
doing so would involve the addition of one building, a pit house (kekuli) and/or an 
dedicated area of land. This space would specifically tell the story of First Nations in 
the region and aimed at showcasing First Nations culture and history, even more 
specifically, the role of the Okanagan Indian Band (OKIB)13 peoples in the times of 
Cornelius O’Keefe’s life.
 
Building a demonstration centre for OKIB to tell their story through art, song, artifacts, 
and various other means could specifically incorporate the story of Alapetsa, 
Cornelius O’Keefe’s first wife, who was from the Okanagan Indian Band. This 
designated area could not only pay tribute to Alapetsa’s life but also the native plants 
and medicines of the region, and the importance of first nations peoples to our region. 
A critical component of this story telling and celebration would be that local first 
nations people themselves would be employed to be the cultural conduits on site.

This venture assumedly would generate income through educational programming, 
specifically regional school districts, increase gate sales (admissions) from aboriginal 
tourists, and could provide additional grant potential14.Moreover, if a building were to 
be built it could also house the aforementioned community kitchen as well as meeting 
space and office space, creating additional rental potential. 

Albeit a potentially socially and economically valuable venture, a major concern and 
qualification of the feasibility of this venture is the support of OKIB. This is so critical 
that it has been given its own section below (5.2.1 OKIB). Based on the current status 
of the relationship between OKIB and the O’Keefe Ranch, the feasibility analysis of this 
venture is limited to nature and nurture and does not include financials. Instead, Next 
Steps have been recommended. This venture or the idea of this venture could be 
reassessed in 5 years’ time.

5.1 Aboriginal Tourism Market Analysis15

13 For the purposes of simplifying this study, “Okanagan” and “OKIB” are used. But the writer would 
like to refer the reader to the OKIB website https://okib.ca/about-us/our-history to learn more about 
proper names and terms for the North Okanagan First Nations.
14 However, as yet there is no known grant at any level (Federal, Provincial or local) available to an 
organization without the support of, or the application made by, the local first nations band.
15 This data is sourced from other reports that Linda McGrew Consulting has worked on over the last 
year. These reports were complete under the name Lochaven Management.  

https://okib.ca/about-us/our-history


Aboriginal cultural tourism is defined as travel that is motivated by or enriched by 
participation in Aboriginal culture, history, and/or lifestyles. It is a small but rapidly 
growing sector of the British Columbia tourism industry. The Aboriginal Tourism 
Association of British Columbia (AtBC)16 leads the development and marketing of the 
sector in the province, and has successfully implemented its plans over the past 20 
years with significant provincial and federal partnership and support. Over this time 
the number of Aboriginal tourism businesses in BC has increased by 85 per cent and 
now supports 3,300 full-time positions. Due largely to AtBC’s hard work, Aboriginal 
tourism revenues in the province surpassed $50 million in 2015.

Aboriginal tourism was one of the key product priorities included in the B.C. Liberal’s 
Tourism Strategy, and this is being continued by the NDP.

"Aboriginal tourism represents an incredible growth opportunity for our 
industry. It's important that we continue to support experiences in which visitors 
have the opportunity to experience B.C.'s Aboriginal roots. Whether it's 
enjoying Klahowya Village in Stanley Park or participating in a ceremony in the 
Okanagan, B.C.'s Aboriginal tourism experiences help us define our unique 
culture to the rest of the world."

- Andrea Shaw, chair, Destination British Columbia board of directors -

5.1.1 Notable Aboriginal Travel Trends

British Columbia’s Aboriginal tourism industry is a burgeoning one; expected to 
increase to $68 M this year, moreover:

 There were an estimated 275 aboriginal tourism businesses in BC in 2012. 
Adventure Tourism (31%), Tourism Services (22%), and Accommodation 
(21%) collectively comprise almost three quarters (74%) of these 
enterprises. 

 The Aboriginal tourism market has increased by 26% for domestic 
travellers (Canadian), 8% for the US visitors, and 12% for other 
international visitors (as of 2010). 

 One in four visitors to BC are interested in adding an Aboriginal cultural 
tourism experience to their trip.

16 AtBC is a non-profit stakeholder-based organization with a vision of a prosperous and respectful 
Aboriginal cultural tourism industry sharing authentic products that exceed visitor expectations. 
Current Aboriginal cultural tourism offerings include tour companies, outdoor adventure operators, 
art galleries, golf courses, restaurants, wineries, spas, cultural centres, heritage sites, museums, 
and a variety of accommodations from campgrounds to hotels and resorts. 
https://www.aboriginalbc.com/



 Tour operators are seeing growing consumer demand for authentic 
cultural experiences, with 89% indicating in a recent AtBC survey that they 
would consider offering or expanding Aboriginal experiences as part of 
their travel promotion packages. 

 There are considerable growth opportunities for the BC Aboriginal cultural 
tourism industry within BC’s emerging tourism markets of China, India and 
Mexico17. 

TABLE 15: The Importance of Aboriginal Cultural Tourism within Key 
Emerging Markets.

Emerging Markets China India Mexico
Question: Aboriginal cultural tourism always/often 
important in destination selection?
78% 76% 71%

Destination association among those within Emerging 
Markets who indicated indicating aboriginal cultural 
tourism is important.  

Australia 45% 35% NA
United States 24% 26% 22%
Canada 17% 22% 27%

5.1.2 Notable Aboriginal Tourist Characteristics

The average visitor to BC for Aboriginal cultural tourism tends to be female, middle to 
late aged, well educated, and earns an upper-middle income. The average Aboriginal 
tourism customer spends 13 days in the province, three of which are devoted to 
Aboriginal experiences. Aboriginal tourism customers spend more money per trip 
than other tourists to the province. The overall need for Aboriginal tourists is to have 
a sense of discovery and adventure, this means authentic interaction with local 
Aboriginal peoples guiding them through Canada’s beautiful and scenic nature.  
Additional Aboriginal traveller trends of note include:

 Two-thirds (63%) of Aboriginal cultural tourists indicated that they 
planned to return to BC for Aboriginal tourism within the next three years. 

 Visitors to BC for Aboriginal cultural tourism under the age of 50 prefer 
active experiences such as canoeing, kayaking, dog-sledding, and 
horseback riding, while visitors aged 50+ prefer less vigorous experiences 
such as hiking, walks, nature observation, and indoor activities.

17 Aboriginal Cultural Tourism – Tourism Sector Profile May 2014



 While over the recent past there have been significant increases in 
“Aboriginal cultural tourism products and activities”, it remains the 
destination that is the drawing card rather than the products and/or 
activities.

 Over a third (36%) of BC travellers surveyed in a study commissioned by 
AtBC indicated that they had visited Aboriginal sites/attractions and 
events on previous trips to BC. On average, they had included such 
experiences on four trips in the past three years. 

 In a 2009 Canadian Tourism Commission study that surveyed visitors from 
European markets and found that the European visitors to BC for 
Aboriginal cultural tourism are very clear on what they want and do not 
want in terms of Aboriginal travel products. The following table describes 
what these tourists have expressed. 

Table 16. What European Travellers Do and Don’t Want in an Aboriginal 
Tourism Experiences in Canada

Do Want Don’t Want

 Integrate with them.

 Learn from them.

 See/experience how they live.

 Understand their way of life.

 Mutual exchange.

 Be in a big bus tour and taken to 
them. 

 Everything staged and planned. 

 Fake displays and towns—museum 
village’s just set-up for tourists. 

 Mass-produced souvenirs. 

5.2 Competition and Potential Partners

With the growing Aboriginal tourism market comes increased competition; however, 
locally Aboriginal tourism is not very visibile (specifically in comparison to in Penticton, 
Osoyoos, or Vancouver Island), however, casting a wider net, there is some competition 
for Aboriginal tourism in the Region. While competition is not so much of an issues with 
this venture, strategic partnership are very important.

5.2.1 Competition

 Indigenous World Winery and Red Fox Club – Westbank
 Tasting room, dining, gift shop

 Kekuli Café – Westbank
 Nk’Mip – Osoyoos

 Cellars, Desert Cultural Centre, RV Park, Spirit Lodge Resort



 Quaaout Lodge – Chase
 Lodge, spa, golf, canoeing, restaurant, conference centre, cultural 

workshops
 Secwepemc Museum and Heritage Park - Kamloops 

 Original village of local First Nation preserved

5.2.3 Strategic Partners

 Allan Brooks Nature Centre
 Vernon Art Gallery
 Vernon Museum and Archives
 AtBC
 The OKIB*
 City of Vernon
 Twp. Of Spallumcheen  

*5.2.1 The OKIB

In determining the feasibility of a venture there is a need to address all potential 
stakeholders. In the case of an Aboriginal tourism-based venture at the O’Keefe Ranch, 
the Okanagan Indian Band is not just a potential strategic partner for this endeavor, it 
is the critical stakeholder. 

As is noted in the market trends above, aboriginal tourism is becoming a key player in 
BC’s $14-billion tourism industry, but it is First Nations that are dictating the terms – as 
it should be. Although the Society’s Board added one representative from OKIB in 
2017 and an additional OKIB member has volunteered as an interim Board member 
this year, this is only a small step in the opposite direction that the relationship 
between the O’Keefe Ranch and the OKIB had been spiralling for decades.

Aside from the various stories surrounding the “dumping” of Alapetsa by Cornelius 
O’Keefe, who took a “white” wife 6-7 years after marrying Alapetsa and securing vast 
amounts of ranching lands in the process18, there have been more recent stories about 
the O’Keefe Ranch that are passed in oral tradition within the Okanagan Indian Band. 
Some include how various band members have worked at the Ranch and were not 
properly paid for their work; an elder being turned away at the Cattleman’s restaurant 
for “being too dirty”, and a faux pas of allowing drummers from a Southern Interior 
first nation’s band come perform at an event. The overall relationship needs a lot of 
work and may take decades to repair.

5.3 Non Financial Analysis

18 It’s important to remember that every white rancher in the North Okanagan (except 1!) ended the 
relationship with their Aboriginal wives.



Zoning by laws will regulate whether any venture is even possible and this is 
considered for an Aboriginal tourism venture in this section. Moreover, whether this 
venture is in line with the O’Keefe Ranch’s vision and mission and if the organization 
has the capacity to undertake this venture is explored. Lastly, we discuss the potential 
social impact of the venture.

5.3.1 Land Use Regulations and Zoning

Although “Aboriginal tourism” is not specifically stated as a permissible use in the S1 
zoning regulations, NORD has clarified that “this would be allowable as a Heritage 
attraction in the S.1 zoned lots” It is important to reiterate that this would only be 
permissible on the S1 zoned lots (parcels 2 and 3).

5.3.2 Convergence with Organisational Vision, Mission 
and Constitution

The O’Keefe Ranch’s vision of creating an attraction that is dynamic and desirable 
would certainly benefit from an Aboriginal tourism site and accompanying 
educational programming. The mission of the Ranch includes a desire to create 
vibrancy for our communities through interactive activities and events, and an 
Aboriginal tourism site would add to this.

The Society’s current constitutional statements that are particularly relevant to this 
potential venture include: 

 To advance the knowledge and appreciation of, and stimulate interest in, 
the historical and cultural background of Western Canada and in 
particular, the way of life in the North Okanagan Area.

 To provide and operate facilities for the preservation, maintenance, 
display and development of matters of historical or cultural significance 
in Western Canada, and in particular, in the North Okanagan Area.

 To provide instruction to persons wishing to study matters or subjects of 
cultural or historical significance or interest.

 To exhibit to the general public, as a museum, those historical and 
cultural objects acquired by the Society from time to time.

The O’Keefe Ranch is an historic site that is about BC Ranching and the O’Keefe 
Family. While the First Nations story fits into that mandate from the perspective 
of the Ranch, OKIB also needs to help determine if this is acceptable, to what 
degree, and who the strategic partners should be.

5.3.4 Organisational Capacity

The O’keefe Ranch’s curator is both a World War and Victorian photography expert. 
Although she is very culturally sensitive and respectful to first nations, she is not an 



expert in First Nations. Furthermore, the Ranch does not have much concrete data on 
OKIB’s involvement in the O’Keefe Ranch, or on Alapetsa’s life, etc. 

It is important to note here that the curator has been, on her own accord, connecting 
with the local first nations and building “Aboriginal tourism” on site in as much as is 
appropriate without the support of OKIB. A brief summary of 2017 and plans for 2018 
follows.

2017
 There was an exhibit in the Greenhow Museum called Leading Ladies. It 

highlighted some of the most accomplished women in the North Okanagan, 
beginning not only with Cornelius O’Keefe’s wife Alapetsa, but also 
Marianne Greenhow and Nancy Tronson (both Aboriginal wives). 

 There was an exhibition in the Cowboy Bunkhouse called Native Cowboys. 

 Each tour of the Mansion begins with the acknowledgement of all three of 
Cornelius’ wives, beginning with Alapetsa. She does not have her picture on 
the wall like Elizabeth and Mary Ann do, for two reasons: first, there is no 
known existing photograph of Alapetsa, and second, the photographs are 
meant to represent the women who lived in the Mansion (it was built after 
Alapetsa had left the Ranch).

 In working to put together more First Nations-focused programs, the 
curator met with SD22 First Nations liaison Ben Louis, and the SD22 
representative for transitioning to the new curriculum, Paul Britton. 

 As a pilot, the curator delivered a program to 3 groups of Grade 3-4 
students in the fall. There was a table of artifacts (baskets, a fishing spear, 
gloves, and a vest) and a discussion was had on the visual symbols we see 
on First Nations beadwork. The students were then given the task of “if you 
had to decorate a vest to explain your perception of Canadian culture to 
someone unfamiliar with it, how would you decorate it?” 

2018 
 Local OKIB artist Mariel Belanger will be installing two exhibitions, an art 

installation, and will be doing some performances. The approach is for the 
Ranch to offer space to an expert of the culture, and give them a degree of 
free reign to tell whichever aspect of the history that appeals to them. 

 Native Cowboys display panels have been redesigned to be printed again 



along with some didactic text on the importance of First Nations to BC 
Ranching. Artifacts will also be installed in a case in that space.

 The O’Keefe Ranch plans to participate in Respectfest as a venue this year 
rather than simply having a booth at events. An event will be designed 
around celebrating and respecting both the First Nations cowboys and the 
Chinese cooks, both of whom were an integral part of the Ranch during 
Cornelius O’Keefe’s day.

 The curator is now working to re-vamp the school program to offer more 
programs to a wider grade-range.

5.3.3 Social Impact/Community Need

All Canadians except First Nations people are immigrants; moreover, this immigration 
has only been occurring for a few hundred years19. On the other hand, First Nations 
people lived their lives within the boundaries that are now known as Canada for 
thousands of years prior to contact. For this reason and many more, First Nations’ 
culture and history are extremely important to all Canadians. More specifically, 
Okanagan First Nations people’s history and culture are important on many levels for 
all of us in the Okanagan.

If the O’Keefe Ranch were to build, represent and honor First Nations people from this 
region, this would have significant social and community value. Further, this value and 
appreciation would be extended to people from all over the world, contributing to 
understanding, acceptance and pride for many to share.

5.4 Recommended First Steps

If the Board of the O’Keefe Ranch were to choose to go forward with building a 
building or creating a site to present and represent local Aboriginal culture, significant 
grants would be required to finance the required capital investment.  Through 
desktop and interview research, no grant has been found at any level (Federal, 
Provincial or local) to be available to an organization without the support of, or the 
application made by, the local first nations band. The requirements say either: “Third 
Party Applications Will Not Be Accepted,” or “Eligible Indigenous organizations only.” 
Moreover, as stated earlier, aboriginal tourists want to integrate and learn from First 
Nations people in order to see how they live and understand their way of life. They do 

19 The major migrations of Europeans and Asians into British Columbia really date as recently as 
1811 with the expansion of the Fur Trade, and again in 1858 with the Gold Rush. That means that 
First Nations History is dominant in BC’s quite recent history.



not want museum villages just set-up for tourists (what a “site” on the Ranch would 
be) or everything staged and planned, which rules out the original plan and intent of 
this Aboriginal tourism venture. 

Furthermore, this venture is an impossible if not inappropriate venture without the 
OKIB as a full partner. Therefore, financial analysis is not completed at this time. 
Instead, the following go-forward list is a set of first-steps, at which point, Aboriginal 
tourism should be reassessed by the Board. Until then:

1. The Board of the O’Keefe Ranch should first send a letter to OKIB Council. This 
letter, among other things (apologies for aforementioned transgressions, a statement 
about how the Society doesn’t own the land so we can’t give it back to them but what 
we can do is give them space to tell their story), should include a request for a round 
table to determine together the story of Alapetsa and all of her children, recognizing 
this may be particularly difficult because OKIB’s history is often oral, and there are no 
historical documents to tell us what happened. 

2. Collaboratively create an MOU between the O’Keefe Board and OKIB Council with 
long-term goals for improving the relationship.

3. While steps 1 and 2 are occurring, staff can do the following:

a) Continue to foster relationships with different local first nations artisans, 
building opportunities for OKIB members to display traditional practices on 
the O’Keefe Ranch property that visitors can view or take part in. Exhibit space 
for OKIB artisans and musicians could also include educational programming 
but would depend on the artisan and their situation/preference. 

b) Aim to double the public school program visitorship by providing sufficient 
local First Nations exhibits on site such that the grades 4 and 5 curriculum can 
participate (the current school program that caters to the grade 2-3 curriculum 
and in 2017 almost 1000 students came to the Ranch as part of the school 
program). Doubling this would generate an additional $8000.00 - $10,000 in 
revenue.

c) Gather data from all visitors this coming season regarding (among others) 
what they would be interested in regarding Aboriginal tourism on site.

5.5 Conclusion



Assumedly, the additional educational and cultural opportunities already in place and 
listed and recommended to staff above will create value add to what the Ranch 
already does. And if the Ranch were to offer more things (especially those that market 
trends suggest are in higher demand) it stands to reason that the visitorship and 
money earned through admissions will go up. 

Although Aboriginal tourism is a growing and lucrative market in both BC and the 
Okanagan, the following are roadblocks for an Aboriginal tourism venture (as it was 
originally conceived) for the O’Keefe Ranch at this time:

 O’Keefe Ranch and OKIB have an almost acrimonious relationship 
 Lack of expertise and artifacts at the Ranch
 Missing link between what Aboriginal tourists want and what O’Keefe can offer

Although the entire constitution, mission and vision of the Ranch would greatly 
support the venture of an Aboriginal tourism space, creating a scene that was never 
there would be awkward to aboriginal tourists and local first nations. Moreover, albeit 
a socially and potentially financially valuable endeavor, building any space or 
buildings to house and provide programming for Aboriginal tourism is not a current 
option for the O’Keefe Ranch at this time. The relationship between the O’Keefe Ranch 
and the Okanagan Indian Band needs significant attention first. If ever the relationship 
is healthy, the next step is for the O’Keefe Ranch to ask the OKIB how it may best serve 
the telling of their story, not the other way around.



6.0 COLUMBARIA

Permanent placement (final disposition) of cremated remains can occur in a 
cremation garden or a mausoleum designed for urns called a columbarium. The 
above-ground structures, usually found in cemeteries, are specifically designed for the 
secure placement of cremated remains. The compartments within the columbaria are 
called a niche.

The Columbaria venture at the O’Keefe Ranch, referred herein as the St. Anne’s 
Cemetery, or St. Anne’s Church and Columbaria, would include building 42 niches at a 
time in a European rock wall style using local slate on the Western fence line currently 
surrounding St. Anne’s Church. 

Niches cost between $400-$1000 to purchase and install and they sell for $1100 to 
$4500 each. Given the range in potential profit margin per niche, additional income 
would be relied upon within this venture in the form of rental income from renting 
the church or other buildings for a service or celebration of life.

The photo to the left shows 
how a low, rock-walled-style 
columbarium may look from 
the back, decorated in basalt. 
The photo below shows 
columbaria from the front, 
finished in river rock. 

The figure below is an engineer’s rendering of what one 42 niche columbaria would 
look like. Each is 14 feet in length. Over time, with subsequent columbaria purchased 



as needed, these would line up like an old European wall along the Western perimeter 
of the cemetery.
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The following five sections provide information to help the Board of the O’Keefe 
Ranch determine whether columbaria is a venture they wish to pursue. By exploring 
market research, key stakeholders, non financial aspects and finally financial aspects 
of the venture, the Board is provided with sufficient support that this venture is a 
profitable one and could benefit the Ranch in many ways.

6.1 Columbarium Market Research

With Baby Boomers in their 60s and 70s, an already high and ever-increasing 
cremation rate, and an increase in the costs of burial, it is expected that the demand 
for columbaria will only increase over the next 10-20 years.

6.1.1 Current Industry Trends

British Columbia has the highest cremation rate in North America, anywhere from 
85% to 98%, depending on the region. The historic annual average cremation rate in 
BC increased from 80% in 2003 to 83% in 2014. With 84% of British Columbians 
choosing cremation in 2016, the Cremation Association of North America predicts BC 
cremation will continue to rise and to reach 87% by 2021.



For individuals and families choosing cremation, a decision regarding a final resting 
place must also be made. A cemetery with its many options for final disposition 
and memorialization provides permanency; a place for family to visit and remember 
their loved one on important family occasions such as special holidays and 
anniversaries.

With the cost of burial plots skyrocketing across B.C. municipalities, a shortage of land 
designated for cemetery use, and an increasing preference for cremation, columbaria 
are solving several problems at once. Aside from columbaria, there are other, diverse 
cremation disposition options, such as green burial (also called natural burial), 
ossuaries, scattering gardens, and memorial boulders or walls. These options appeal 
to the increasing individuality, environmental sensitivity and interest in choice in 
North America, especially with the Baby Boom generation.

6.1.2 Local Demand

The trade area, as described in Chapter 2 of this document, has an older population 
than the provincial average, with relatively higher income. The population rate shows 
a modest increase in most areas, and the death rate averages almost is higher than the 
provincial average of 7.0 deaths per 1,000 population (although it varies considerably 
between Vernon, Enderby and Armstrong in particular). 

In line with anticipated population projections from BC Statistics, the cemetery 
market in the Okanagan is expected to experience a gradual increase over the next 25 
years. As the large Baby Boom generation passes away, there will be a further increase 
in deaths, with a corresponding demand for cemetery services. Death rates are 
expected to increase starting around 2018-20 and extending to 2040-45. In 2026, the 
first of the Boomers will reach 80 years. 

According to a 2016 Interior Health Report on Vernon, population growth from 2016-
2021 is supposed to increase at a staggering rate of 15.5% for ages 65+, 18.7% for 
ages 75+, and 21.2% for ages 85+.

In addition, the following local data should be considered:

 The trade area has higher death rates than the province; 

 The trade area has a higher cremation rate than the province, the rate has been 
increasing, and will likely continue to do so; 



 In the next 20 years, the local death rate will increase to at least 10 per 1,000, 
due to the passing of the large Baby Boomer Generation. This means there will 
be approximately 850 deaths per year in the Trade Area.

 In the next 25 years, the number of cremations in the Trade Area is projected 
to be up to 765 per year (although not all will be interred). 

Market Capture

The extent to which residents in an area choose to be buried (or interred) in a certain 
cemetery is known as the market capture. Canadian cemeteries (municipal, private 
and religious) generally experience the following market capture rates under 
conditions of low to medium competition: 80 - 90% of casket interments by all local 
cemeteries, and 10 - 20% of cremated remains interments by all local cemeteries. For 
our calculations it will be assumed that the 4 local columbaria will have average to 
low (10%) market capture.

Considering the above data, the immediate demand at the St. Anne’s Church 
Columbaria is calculated per year as:

748 deaths in the region
75 cremated remains will be placed in a columbaria^
19 of those will be placed at St. Anne’s Church Columbaria*

*Assuming 50% would be interred with Pleasant Valley and 25% with 
Armstrong-Spallumcheen Cemetery, leaving 25% of the market share for 
St. Anne’s Columbaria. 

Note that further to actual deaths, niches can and will be sold “pre-need”, therefore, 
annual sales of niches are not limited to the above “at-need” calculation. This is 
explained in later sections.

6.2 Key Stakeholders

As with any venture, key stakeholders will help the St. Anne’s Church and Columbaria 
succeed; on the other hand, competition can make a venture more challenging, 
although this isn’t always the case. 

6.2.1 Competition (Market Supply) 

There are three known Columbaria in the Trade Area:



1. The Pleasant Valley Funeral Home has Columbarium at the Pleasant Valley 
Cemetery. The Vernon Funeral Homes manager said “Our company would not 
be interested in a partnership.” 

a. 140 niches went up in 1987 and they were filled by 2010. It took 7 years 
to get another one approved and it is 60 units, and cost $80,000.

b. Their charges are $4401.00/niche, which includes the niche, opening, 
closing, urns, plaques, and separate lock boxes. 

2. All Saints Anglican Church Columbarium houses approximately 282 niches and 
as of March 2010, 126 were in use. Note: the Church was contacted 3 times to 
determine more recent data but no one has returned my call as yet.

3. The Twp of Spallumcheen is in a joint partnership with the Armstrong-
Spallumcheen Cemetery, which currently has two columbaria, amounting to a 
total of 130 niches. There are only 26 niches left for sale and the Township has 
no plans to build any more columbaria at this time.

5.3.2 Potential Strategic Alliances

 CoV
 Twp of Spallumcheen
 Crematoriums

o Alternatives Funeral and Cremation Services, Armstrong
o Everden Rust Funeral Services & Crematorium, Kelowna
o Kelowna Crematorium Ltd., Kelowna
o Mt. View Crematory, Armstrong

 Funeral Services
o Bowers Funeral Service Ltd. Salmon Arm

 Churches

6.3 Non-Financial Analysis

In determining the feasibility of a venture, specifically for a not for profit, multiple 
factors above and beyond financial factors need to be considered. The following four 
non-financial considerations are deemed important to this venture: zoning and bylaws; 
covergence with organisational vision and mission; organisational capacity, and social 
impact.

6.3.1 Land Use Regulations, Zoning and Bylaws

The zoning bylaw does not list the placement of a columbarium on the site as a 
permitted use on any parcel at the Ranch. Based on this, a Text Amendment to the 
zoning bylaw would be required in order to gain this use.  

Moreover, part 5 of the Cremation, Interment and Funeral Service Act20 is particularly 

http://www.bcfunerals.com/public/services/alternatives-funeral-and-cremation-services-1
http://www.bcfunerals.com/public/services/everden-rust-funeral-services-crematorium-0
http://www.bcfunerals.com/public/services/kelowna-crematorium-ltd
http://www.bcfunerals.com/public/services/mt-view-crematory


clear on the regulations. The owner of the lands (the City) would need to support the 
application to the North Okanagan Regional District for a Text Amendment, which can 
take 2-3 months.  This Act also states that a certificate of public interest is required. 
This is a second step after the NORD provides a text amendment.

Assuming the support of the City of Vernon, this is a low risk application. A detailed 
plan of the proposed location of the columbarium, it’s size, etc. is required by NORD 
for further review so that they may identify the specific sites on the properties that 
are proposed and as such be able to determine whether an application for a text 
amendment is necessary. A meeting with NORD indicates they have no initial 
concerns.

The Ranch has several advantages in this application. Firstly, the site for the 
columbaria is a decommissioned cemetery. Secondly, the recommended location of 
the columbaria resides on the parcel that has a right of reverter to the province; 
therefore, in the event that the society were to dissolve and the City of Vernon were to 
no longer want the property, the province of BC would still have to maintain it as a 
public park. This is an important consideration for the application for the certificate of 
public interest because the land suited to be a place of interment in perpetuity.

6.3.2 Convergence with Organisational Vision, Mission 
and Constitution

While a columbaria surrounding the St. Anne’s Church and cemetery would have no 
convergence with the mission and vision of the O’Keefe Ranch, it would, in part, help 
fulfill its goal of being an attraction for the surrounding community. Further, with a 
strategic priority of being able to support itself better financially, this sort of venture 
could certainly help.

6.3.3 Organisational Capacity

A matter to be determined would be staffing and management of the venture. Initially, 
the curator could run it off the side of her desk. Not only is she experienced with sales 
and marketing but she is also good at maintaining records. If this were to be the case it 
is recommended to pay the Curator an additional $5000,00 per year to take on this 
additional venture. In future, the Ranch may need to consider hiring someone specific 
to “community services”, which would cover wedding services, corporate services, 
and death services. 

6.3.4 Social Impact/Community Need 

20 http://www.bclaws.ca/Recon/document/ID/freeside/00_04035_01#section5 

http://www.bclaws.ca/Recon/document/ID/freeside/00_04035_01


A lack of affordable cemetery space is making it difficult for people to be laid to rest in 
the communities where they lived their lives. This creates inequality in death as in life. 
A Cemetery Master Plan for Vernon is currently being conducted so at this time it is 
unknown whether this will include or support less expensive but equally as 
meaningful and secure options in death. Regardless, the St. Anne’s Church and 
Columbaria would serve a community need in this regard.

Cremated remains may be scattered in cemetery gardens specially created and 
dedicated for this purpose. The location where the cremated remains have been 
scattered in the garden may also provide opportunities to commemorate the deceased 
by name on a special memorial plaque or marker. There are no provincial regulations 
that prohibit the scattering of cremated remains on land, sea or by air. However, no 
person is allowed to scatter anything on any property without permission from the 
land owner.  Therefore, an addition to this venture is a simple creation of a garden 
space where families may gather to spread ashes for a much cheaper price than a 
niche, providing lower cost and therefore more accessible options in the community.

6.4 Financial Analysis

The financial goal of the Columbaria is to be self-sustaining, while increasing revenues 
for the O’Keefe Ranch. It is critical therefore that the proposed columbaria be modeled 
and operated based on prudent financial management, with the strategy of starting 
small and growing at the pace of its resources.

While administration and marketing of such a venture could be a high cost, there is 
the possibility to develop strategic alliances with other organizations in order to 
increase capacities and share overhead and marketing costs. This will allow the 
columbarium to launch with the most modest start-up and operational expenses.

The financial impact of Columbaria on the O’Keefe Ranch site to the Society could be 
significant, in particular due to the relatively low start up costs and ability to stage the 
addition of each “block” of niches – whereby capital investment occurs only at such a 
time as there is almost immediate demand, allowing for very quick recovery of costs 
and therefore fast revenue generation. Before the financial forecast tables, marketing 
and sales, and Care Funds regulations and costs to build are considered.

6.4.1 Marketing and Sales

Families will be able to purchase a niche at St. Anne Church and Columbaria when a 
loved one passes away (“at-need”) or alternatively, before they or a loved one passes 
away (“pre-need”). Industry standard estimates for at-need to pre-need is a ratio of 
2:1 for cremation lot sales. This is typical for municipal cemeteries with nonaggressive 



marketing strategies and no dedicated sales representatives. Private operators in 
North America often generate up to a 2:3 ratio of at-need to pre-need sales. Based on 
previous “demand” calculations, this means approximately 19 at-need and 9 pre-need 
niches would be sold each year, for a total of 28 niches sold per year.

Although marketing by the O’Keefe Ranch will be an important aspect to the success of 
this venture, the cost of this marketing does not need to be significant. Utilising the 
channels already in use and proven to work, the Marketing and Events Director will be 
allocated an additional $7,000 in year 1 and $5,000 per year in subsequent years to 
develop and distribute marketing campaigns along side the Curatorial DIrector. 

Local market data is pertinent to establishing how much to charge for a niche. In 2017 
the Twp of Spallumcheen established the rates for the Armstrong-Spallumcheen 
Cemetery. These rates are significantly lower than market rates for Vernon as well as 
the South Okanagan.

At the Pleasant Valley Cemetery, a niche, opening, closing, urns, plaques, and separate 
lock boxes costs a total of $4,401.00. In Penticton, costs are: Resident Level I $3544, 
Level II $3439, Level III $3334 and Non-Resident Level I $4594, Level II $4489, Level 
III $4384. Kelowna’s cost an average of $4,500.00 per niche. Based on this, a price 
double that of Armstrong’s will be assumed, as it is still half that of Vernon, Kelowna 
and Penticton. Further, ossuary rates range from $400-$600. A scattering of ashes fee 
of $200.00 would be charged. This will be reassessed if the Board decides to chose this 
venture.



6.4.2 Care Funds

An important cost associated with the Columbaria is “perpetual care”. If the society 
dissolves there still needs to be someone who maintains the area. Part 7 of the 
Cremation, Interment and Funeral Service Act dictates the regulations surrounding 
the establishment of a care fund. First, “a trust account with a savings institution in BC 
must be opened; this savings institution is therefore the trustee and must ensure that 
the care fund established with the trustee is invested and accounted for in accordance 
with the provisions of the Trustee Act; The trustee of a care fund must ensure that no 
part of the care fund is invested with a person or an organization that owns or 
operates a place of interment or crematorium, or carries on business as a funeral 
provider or memorial dealer; A trustee of a care fund must ensure that no part of the 
principal of the care fund is paid to the operator of the place of interment to which the 
care fund relates without the prior approval of a director; A trustee of a care fund may 
purchase and hold securities on behalf of the care fund only in the name of the care 
fund. 

A savings institution may pay an operator interest and dividend income earned by the 
care fund, but only for the purpose of paying the operator's liabilities arising out of 
care and maintenance services provided by any person for the place of interment.” 
Further, “An operator of a place of interment must maintain records related to the 
maintenance of the care fund in a manner that is satisfactory to a director. Then, an 
operator of a place of interment in respect of which a care fund has been established 
must ensure that the care fund is transferred to the subsequent operator before the 
subsequent operator takes control of the place of interment.”

Care funds set aside will amount to 10% from every niche sale. 

6.4.3 Costs to Build

As a charity, the O’Keefe Ranch may be able to give charitable receipts for any 
donations of in kind materials used to build the columbaria, which could significantly 
decrease the costs. Further, staff who work on this venture assumedly already have 
salaries and are being paid their cost would not necessarily have to be included in the 
overall investment. Having said that, these potential cost savings are not considered 
within the financial analysis at this time. Costs to build the first 40 niches are as 
follows:

1. Remove the existing fence = one day = 8hr X $17 = $136.00 

2. Concrete slab underneath has to be 6 inches thick. Length of wall is 14 feet and 
width is 1 foot so need 14X6X2 for concrete = $168.00 for cost of concrete. Preparing 

http://www.bclaws.ca/civix/document/id/complete/statreg/96464_01


and pouring the slab will take one day to prepare and one day to mix and pour. 15 
man-hours at $17/hr = $255.00. Tools = $50.00. Total cost for cement slab = $473.00 

3. Wall of 42 aluminum and granite niche doors (3 high) built and installed = $16,000

4. Finishing requires the purchase of slate and accompanying masonry work for 
approximately 60 square feet. A quote from a mason would need to be sought if this 
avenue is pursued. The columbaria company could finish it all in granite, which would 
cost a total of $26,850.00, which is likely more expensive that having a mason finish 
the wall in local slate. This will be the assumed price then, and the project manager 
can work to reduce the cost while improving the look if the venture goes forward. 

Considering all costs and assuming no in kind donations, the total cost to build 42 
columbaria is approximately $27,500.00, which equates to $654.00 per niche.

Table 18 Estimated Start up Costs for a 42 Nice Columbarium 

Expense Value
Build (first 42) $27,500.00
Garden and Seating $5,000.00
Contingency $2000.00
TOTAL $38,500.00

6.4.3 Financial Forecasts

Failure to open anything essentially debt-free can saddle operations, reducing the 
amount of funding that can be spent on other critical management needs; therefore, 
conscientious financial planning is essential. In consideration of this, the following 
financial analysis includes some financial forecasts, including anticipated average 
gross revenue over the first 5 years, and a simple income statement for 2018, 2019, 
and 2020. 

Sales forecasts, cash flow and break-even analysis would be conducted in addition to 
this for the 2-5 year business plan if the Board were to choose to pursue this venture.

Table 19 Pro Forma Income Statement – First 3 Years

2018 2019 2020
Revenue
Sales of Products $22,000.00 $44,000.00 $68,000.00
Rental Income 
(ceremonies)

$6,000.00 $15,000.00 $24,000.00

Costs of Goods Sold $7,000.00 $18,000.00 $19,600.00



Gross Profit Margin $21,000.00 $41,000.00 $72,400.00

Operating Expenses
Marketing $7,000.00 $5,000.00 $5,000.00
Staff $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $5,000.00
Admin (supplies, 
electricity, telecom)

$1,500.00 $1,500.00 $1,500.00

Garden Maintenance $3,000.00 $3,000.00 $3,000.00
Total Operating 
Expenses

$16,500.00 $14,500.00 $14,500.00

NET PROFIT $3,500.00 $26,500.00 $57,900.00*

*By the end of 2020 it is estimated that 50 niches will have been sold. This means that 
an additional columbarium will need to be in the process of being built. Keep into 
account that some niches will sell at-need and some will sell pre-need, and the 
estimated ratio of such is 2:3. Therefore, of 50 niches sold, only 33 of them will be in 
use, so there will still be ample time for the required investment of an additional 
columbarium, and this could occur in early 2021.

Table 20 Annual Gross Revenue (5 Year Average)

Product Amount Total Value*
Niche 28 $56,000.00
Ossuary 5 $2,500.00
Scattering garden 10 $2,000.00
Church rental 18 $15,000.00
TOTAL $75,500.00
*taxes not included. 10% care fund is included (ie, deducted already)

6.5 Conclusion 

An aging demographic profile predicted for the next 20 years along with increased 
trends in cremation is expected to gradually increase demand at all local cemeteries 
and columbaria. The Baby Boom generation’s interest in individuality and choice 
creates demand for diverse cremation disposition options such as columbaria niches, 
ossuaries, scattering gardens and memorial boulders or walls.  All of these have very 
low costs and could therefore help the Ranch to become more financially healthy.

In the next 20 years, a St. Anne’s Church and Columbarium could expect 
approximately 30 niche sales per year, 10-20 ossuary or ash scattering fees, and an 
accompanying $40,000 in annual rental income generated for ceremonies. 
Considering the cost to build and maintain a columbarium venture, the profit potential 



for this venture is fairly good, anywhere from $40,000 to $100,000 per year in net 
profits, depending on as yet determined factors such as the asking price per niche.

The O’Keefe Ranch would want to provide a full range of cremation interment options 
at various price points in response to the growing popularity of cremation and 
interest in choice, and market the use of the church for ceremonies as part of a 
package. The columbarium company is able to build this Spring. The Ranch would just 
need to have a text amendment by NORD, a certificate of public interest, and a cement 
pad laid first. Ideally, marketing and sales would begin as soon as the text amendment 
is granted such that sales are already taking place before the niches are even built. 

There is a major unknown at this time for moving forward and that is whether or not 
the O’Keefe Ranch would get a text amendment and a certificate of public interest. 
Furthermore, other concerns with this venture are with staff and organisational 
capacity, as well as a lack of convergence between the venture and the Society’s 
mission and vision. It is now up to the Board of Directors of the Society to determine 
whether this is a venture worth pursuing. 



7.0 ACCOMMODATION

Accommodations at the ‘Keefe Ranch could fill a variety of roles at a variety of times 
of the year. For the purposes of this study, it will only include 10 miners tents, cabins, 
yurts, or other glamping alternatives (referred to now as “cabins”) on the A2 parcel 
as a compliment to the agritourism venture in Chapter 4, or as a stand alone venture. 
While it is recognised that once the structures are built they will be able to be used 
for other purposes and at other times, for the most conservative of financial 
estimates, it is assumed the accommodation would only be open for 6 months of the 
year (May-Oct). There are many other assumptions made at this time and these are 
discussed in their appropriate sections. 

Unfortunately, yurts, cabins, miners tents, etc. are not allowable on the parcels unless 
the RV sits are decommissioned. It is argued here that the RV sites add very little value 
to the O’Keefe Ranch in the form of a visitor experience or revenue, and in fact 
decrease it’s allure and brand. 10 RV sites, at 50% vacancy for 6 months of the year 
would generate as little as $2,600.00 of annual gross revenue per site. Cabins, on the 
other hand, albeit more expensive to initiate, generate far more in nightly income, and 
thus the long term financial benefits are in excess of $20,000 year in gross income per 
site.

A venture such as this would require sinificant further market research to determine 
what potential clients would want and need (kitchennettes, bathrooms, bbq, etc.) as 
well as further conversations and possible applications with NORD and the ALC; 
nevertheless, accommodation could be a viable business venture for the Ranch, with 
an ROI of approximately 2 years. Perhaps more importantly, accommodation would 
add value to the Ranch’s brand position for weddings, corporate retreats, and the like, 
and would also provide new options to generate revenue and add value to 
programming such as 3-4 day-long kids history camps, stag/staggette parties, family 
reuinions, etc. 

7.1 Specific Market Research

The vast majority of visitors to BC stay with friends or family, but there is still a 
significant amount of accommodation revenue generated in BC’s tourism market. 

Table 21: Accommodation Choices for Visitors to British Columbia

Primary 
Accommodation BC Residents Other 

Canadians US Residents Other 
International

Friends & Family 49% 47% 39% 50%
Hotel 10% 14% 24% 29%
Motel 3% 3% 19% 6%
Other commercial 10% 10% 10% 1%



fixed roof
Camping/RV parks 13% 9% 5% 13%

According to Destination BC, the Thompson Okanagan received 3,721,000 overnight
visits in 2014 and generated over $1.4 billion in related spending. Domestic overnight 
travellers accounted for 85% of visitation and 83% of related spending; International
travellers accounted for 15% and 17%, respectively.

On average, travellers to the Thompson Okanagan region stayed 3.6 nights and spent 
$105 per night. BC travellers stayed 3.0 nights and spent $90 per night during their 
trip. Other Canadian travellers stayed 4.9 nights and spent $123 per night. Half of BC 
residents and more than a third of other Canadians visiting the Thompson Okanagan 
region stayed with friends and family, whereas international travellers are more likely 
to stay in a hotel or motel. 

7.1.1 Demand and Market Supply

According to Vernon Tourism, the best time to visit Vernon is between May 1 and 
October 31, with July and August being peak months, and May, June, September and 
October being shoulder months. There are 26 hotels in Vernon, in combination 
equaling 1400 rooms. Vernon Tourism was not able to provide specific data on 
market demand for accommodation for Vernon and Area, therefore the BC and 
Thompson Okanagan data above will be relied upon for the time being.

7.1.2 Glamping

Glamping (glamorous camping) is a relatively new phenomenon to Canada. For the 
last decade, glamorous camping has been the most rapidly growing sector of the travel 
and tourism market in Europe. North America is just starting to catch on and there is a 
growing number of locations available to choose from. 

Glamping gives people the opportunity to get outside, connect with nature and still 
enjoy some of the home comforts they prefer. Among “luxuries” like a warm dry bed, 
many glamping locations also have amenities including real washrooms with hot 
showers, heating and lights, good cooking facilities and may also offer activities on site 
or very nearby. Higher levels of revenue are available when targeting the glamping 
market, but it does require some amenities and staff attention.  The image below 
shows how glamping could be at the O’Keefe Ranch.



More realistically, the first 3 cabins would look something like this:

7.2 Competition and Potential Partners

It is likely that more competition for glamping will come online as more consumers 
demand it; however, the O’Keefe Ranch will have a significant leg up by already being a 
tourism destination and having many value-added ammenities and activities on site for 
guests. 

7.2.1 Competition 

 Barefoot Beach Resort (Penticton) has stylish lakefront yurts with kitchenettes
o Average nightly cost is $210.00 (May-Oct)



 YD Guest Ranch (Cherryville) has treehouses, tipis, and luxury tenting
o Average nightly cost is $250.00 (May-Oct)

 Douglas Lake Ranch (between Vernon and Kamloops) lakeside yurts
o Average nightly cost is $230.00 (May-Oct)

7.2.2 Potential Strategic Alliances

 City of Vernon and Vernon Tourism
 TOTA (Thompson Okanagan Tourism Association)
 Twp of Spallumcheen
 Glamping Hub
 Davison’s Orchard

7.3 Non-Financial Analysis

Non financial aspects of this venture are critical to its success, specifically the land use 
regulations. 

7.4.1 Land Use Regulations and Zoning

The Township of Spallumcheen bylaws do not allow more than 10 accommodations 
for agri-tourism without a Non-Farm application being made and reviewed by the 
Township (Planning Department and Council) and the ALC (as needed). A site specific 
Text Amendment may also be triggered depending on where and what is proposed. 

This will likely not be necessary, however, since the ALC regulations make 10 agri-
tourism cabins a permitted use. The ALR regulations not only regulate the number of 
cabins/rooms (10) but also what they may contain. Under the ALR regulations, a 
kitchen is not allowed in the cabins on Parcel 1.21

A point of contention may be a campground permit. NORD has no documentation of a 
campground permit for the current RV site. This means it is being run illegally (not to 
mention that the electricity to each site is non conforming to the by laws). If the Ranch 
is unable to find proof of a campground permit, we are “starting from scratch” 
(comment from Land Developer at NORD) and will have to submit all applications for 
the RV site and conform to the requirements of this permit as well as the local by laws 
and ALC regulations (ie take out the electric supply, etc). 

7.4.2 Convergence with Organisational Vision, 
Planning Principles and Strategic Priorities

Glamping accommodation on site would absolutely add to “an attraction that is 

21 https://www.alc.gov.bc.ca/assets/alc/assets/legislation-and-regulation/policies/alc_-_policy_l-05_-
_agritourism_accommodation.pdf 

https://www.alc.gov.bc.ca/assets/alc/assets/legislation-and-regulation/policies/alc_-_policy_l-05_-_agritourism_accommodation.pdf
https://www.alc.gov.bc.ca/assets/alc/assets/legislation-and-regulation/policies/alc_-_policy_l-05_-_agritourism_accommodation.pdf


dynamic and desirable, while maintaining our heritage, agricultural and farming 
character”. One aspects of the constitution that supports an accommodation venture 
is: To advance the knowledge and appreciation of, and stimulate interest in, the 
historical and cultural background of Western Canada and in particular, the way of life 
in the North Okanagan Area. It stands to reason that the more people who stay on site, 
the more time and money they spend on site, the more they will understand and 
appreciate the site and all that is offers in the form of education and culture relating to 
a historical and cultural background of Western Canada and in particular, the way of 
life in the North Okanagan Area

7.4.3 Organisational Capacity

The staff at O’Keefe Ranch already market and sell the RV park sites. These jobs would 
also be necessary for cabins (tents, yurts, etc.). The glamping aspect would require a 
bit more class not only in the branding of the marketing but also the sales channels, 
but current staff certainly have the capacity to do this.

An aspect of the organizational capacity required, which may not be available at this 
time, is risk tolerance and finances. Each cabin would cost about $10,000 to prepare, 
build and furnish. Even if done is stages (3 in year 1, 3 in year 2, 4 in year 3), there is a 
moderate investment required that the Board has not been willing to take, in recent 
years specifically.

7.4.4 Social Impact/Community Need

As a not for profit and social enterprise, it is important to place value on the social 
impact of a venture and any needs it may fill within the community. Coupling the 
accommodation with the agri-tourism and community food centre ideas in Chapter 4, 
and considering the high cost of accommodation in the region, specifically in the 
summer months, accommodations would help to fill a community need, although not 
significantly. When the accommodation is used to house students or farm workers, it 
would fulfill a social need, but otherwise the social impact/community need aspect of 
this venture is quite marginal.

7.4 Financial Analysis

7.4.1 Marketing and Sales

A google search for “agritourism accommodation BC” renders 3 search results on the 
map near Vernon: Davisons Orchard, and 2 Best Westerns; no results come up for 
“historic accommodation” in the Okanagan. The Trade Area is not known yet as an 
agritourism destination (although the adjacent South Okanagan certainly is), and the 



Ranch is not known as a place to stay. This means significant effort will need to be 
made to market the O’Keefe Ranch as a unique agritourism or historic place to stay 
while in the Okanagan. However, partnerships with tourism Vernon and Glamping 
Hub could and should significantly reduce the financial costs of a marketing campaign. 
An additional $3,000.00 per year is budgeted for marketing for this venture.

Sales are another aspect that could get complicated if using the current staff structure 
and not contracting the work out. Online accommodation booking websites (airbnb, 
vrbo, etc.) take between 3% and 8% booking fees, but booking by phone is not a 
preferred method for a vast majority of travelers. This aspect could require additional 
staffing, or at the very least additional hours spent on the solution. $2,000.00 per year 
has been allocated to this. 

7.4.2 Costs to Build

Various websites providing pricing to pre-build and ship, or build on site abound. 
Whether for yurts, cabins or tents, generally, as with building anything, the sky is the 
limit for costs. For the purposes of the O’Keefe Ranch’s venture, a realistic budget of 
$10,000 in total (platform, structure, furniture, labour) per site is assumed. While it is 
likely that both supplies and labour may be donated, for the purposes of the financial 
analysis, it is assumed that all costs are incurred.

Table 22 Start Up Expenses – First 3 Cabins (Phase 1)

Expense Value
Marketing and Sales $5,000.00
Build (first 3) $30,000.00
Composting toilet $2000.00
Contingency $1000.00
TOTAL $38,000.00

7.4.3 Financial Forecasts

In considering how the Ranch may enter the accommodation (glamping) industry, 
prudent financial analysis must take place. Fiscal responsibility for many not for 
profits can mean not spending what you don’t have. Given the historical low risk 
tolerance of the organization along with the current financial situation, it is 
recommended that the venture starts with a minimum viable product (3 simple 
cabins) and make every subsequent stage or even cabin more and more “luxurious”. 
The following financial analysis includes the anticipated average annual sales for the 
first five years for the first three cabins, and an income statement. Sales forecasts, a 
break-even analysis and cash flow tables would be conducted and inserted into the 2-
5 year business plan if the Board were to choose to pursue this venture.



Table 23 First 5 Year Average – Annual Revenues – Three Cabins 

Product Amount Total Value*
Nightly Stay 90 nights per cabin $54,000.00
Rental (weddings, etc.) 5 per cabin $16,000.00
Admissions 40 per cabin $  520.00
TOTAL $70,520.00

*All 3 cabins total

Note: the first 3 cabins are not “luxury” at all, therefore there is no need for laundry 
services as yet. But depending on the market research and what visitors are saying, 
the next 3 cabins should contain more necessities. These might include higher quality 
building supplies, beds and bedding, handmade local furniture, art, and a delivered 
breakfast and/or dinner for each night.

Table 24 Pro Forma Income Statement – First 3 Cabins Only 

2018 2019 2020
Revenue
Nightly Stays $12,000.00 $42,000.00 $55,000.00
Rental Income 
(ceremonies) and 
admissions

$1,500.00 $7,000.00 $18,000.00

Costs of Goods Sold
(cost to build and 
maintain the cabin 
per nightly rental)

$4000.00 $11,000.00 $15,000.00

Gross Profit Margin $9,500.00 $38,000.00 $58,000.00

Operating Expenses
Marketing $3,000.00 $3,000.00 $3,000.00
Staff $2,000.00 $2,000.00 $2,000.00
Admin (supplies, 
electricity, telecom)

$1,000.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00

Maintenance $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $1,500.00
Total Operating 
Expenses

$7,000.00 $7,000.00 $7,000.00

NET PROFIT $2,500.00 $31,000.00 $51,000.00

This net profit is only for 3 cabins. Obviously, this would at least triple once 9-10 
cabins had been build and were being rented. 



7.5 Conclusion

The North Okanagan is a busy place for tourism from May to October. This coincides 
with the Ranch’s season, and providing potential guests and customers with more 
sophisticated and classy options will generate more income for the Ranch. 
Decommissioning the existing 10 RV sites and building 10 glamping sites dispersed 
throughout Parcel 1 would generate ten times more income for the Ranch than the 
current accommodation situation.

Issues abound, however, with the current RV sites potentially being not only illegal 
but also in contravention of local bylaws. Before any glamping can take place, the 
Ranch needs a site plan and a campground permit. The RV sites can be 
decommissioned (or simply just not used) at the rate that the cabins are being built. 
Taking appropriate measures to ensure this is done right may take time but the 
financial rewards along with the increase in the visitor experience could very well be 
worth it.



8.0 CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS

This feasibility study represents a compilation, review and analysis of key data 
necessary to gain a better understanding of local supply and demand, stakeholders 
and non financial and financial considerations. From the perspective of how these 
factors determine and impact on the viability of the proposed ventures, the data 
herein will help the Board of the O’Keefe Ranch determine the future direction of the 
Ranch.

The Board of the O’Keefe Ranch must consider multiple factors when deciding on the 
future of the Ranch. Some strategic priorities for decision making identified at the 
December 2017 Board meeting included: 

 Potential return for minimal costs (bottom line)
 Maximize visitors’ experience, numbers and $ spent/person
 Mission/vision
 Devonian agreement (historic and legitimate site)

These additional priorities are important to consider in determining where to go from 
here, as are:

 Land use zoning, bylaws and other restrictions
 Stakeholder support availability
 Trade area wants and needs
 Market trends
 Organisational capacity

The following table aims to summarise all of these factors for each venture. Each 
aspect is graded out of 10. 1 being “not at all” and 10 being “the most possible”.

Hops/Agritourism Aboriginal 
Tourism

Columbaria Accommodation

Financial 6 5 7 7
Visitor 
Experience

8 7 5 7

Mission/Vision 8 8 3 4
Stakeholders 8 0 6 7
Devonian 5 5 5 5
Zoning 9 9 6 5
Trade Area 9 5 8 7
Market 8 9 9 7
Capacity 6 0 7 7
TOTAL 67 48 56 56



The ventures herein do not need to be seen in isolation; all four may be pursued 
eventually. However, in order to strategise and move forward in light of both low 
organizational and financial capacities at the O’Keefe Ranch at this time, it is 
recommended that only one or two of these ventures are chosen at most for the 
preparation of the 2-5 year business plan. A possibility is also not choosing any at this 
time.

The Board must now determine the most appropriate venture(s) to pursue. Following 
this final decision, a 2-5 year business plan with propose the way forward for the 
board and staff in their pursuit of this new direction. In order to determine HOW this 
will work, the following will be included in the 2-5 year business plan.

 A marketing and promotional plan
 A stakeholder list and engagement plan
 Human resources requirements with new job descriptions and staffing
 Detail equipment start-up costs
 Detail infrastructure requirements and costing
 Determine the financial realities based on more in-depth analysis and design of 

the enterprise.

A final note: Once this decision is complete, the most appropriate layout must be 
planned, and it is recommended that Gord Hiebert is contacted immediately for his 
services (this was listed in the recommendations of the Implementation Plan for the 
Buildings Grounds and Maintenance Committee). A site plan will be necessary for the 
Business Plan completion.


